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PREFACE

You've had it, you say! Simply getting up in the morning and drag-
ging yourself to school is pure agony. The demands of the profession jt_st
seem too great. Yes, you wanted to help children with special needs and
you genuinely felt you had the patience and determination to work with
these students with varying problems and limited capabilities. But no
one told you it was going to be like this.

You know very well what it is like. You're there every day in the
trenches, so to .peak, coping with the demands that accompany teaching
students with diverse needs. It's a challenge, indeed, and daily you face.

1. Students who are consistently unpredictable in their behavior, er-
ratic in their performance, and who don't learn things in ways you
and I do

2. Parents who are frustrated, angry at the system and, perhaps, at
the end of their rope themselves as they watch their chiid struggle
to master even the simplest task

3. Regular educators who are jealous of the fact that special educators
work with only eight students and who are often reluctant to coop-
erat : when a meeting is scheduled to consider Cite possibility of
mainstreaming a student into their classroom, even if it is for only
a half hour a day, three times a week

4. Professional support staff wi.io are always too busy, overbooked,
and unavailable, and sem more interested in identifying and clas-
sifying students rather than in identifying the most appropriate
pedagogical practices

5. Administrators who would prefer to have these disruptive students
assigned to another school.

Unfortunately, as many special educators note, these stressful condi-
tions in the workplace are just the tip of the iceberg. Individualized edu-
cational plans, interdisciplinary te.tm meetings, and constant demands to
restructure and tailor educational materials to meet the needs of students
who are often undera,.hieving and overdemanding are ever-present reali
ties., Clearly, LIG one informed you, adequately prepared you, or even
hinted to you that it was going to be like this. Working with special-
needs students, and with parents, regular educators, professional support
staff, and administrators to design and deliver an appropriate education-
al program is, indeed, a major challenge.
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Unequivocally, special education teachers face daily demands and re-
quirements that regular education teachers do not. This monograph ex-
amines stressors encountered by special educators, ways of coping with
professional demand.), and reasons why some teachers handle job stress
better than others It is intended to help special education teachers take
a more objective look at what they do and identify fot themselves strate-
gies and techniques to alleviate some of ..he stress and tension they en-
counter in the classroom. So come out of the trenches, make yourself
comfortable, and see if any of the scenarios described seem hauntingly
familiar Most importantly, take an objective look at how you are dealing
with the stress and tensions that evolve from working with special-needs
students. The challenge is yours. And the fact that you have picked up
this monograph indicates you_ commitment to a happiet, healthier you.

8
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1. STRESS AND BURNOUT

PROFILE OF A BURNED-OUT TEACHER :
A TYPICAL SCENARIO

Becky has been teaching students with a. variety of handicapping
conditions in a resource room in a large urban high school for the past
10 years. Each class penod she works with three or four students, all
of whom have serious learning difficulties. All of her students have diffi-
culty in abstracting meaning from the printed word, a problem thatelso
results in writing ana speaking deficiencies. Some of her students have
low impulse control, which has, at times, resulted in expulsion and/or
assignment to residential treatment facilities specializing in explosive,
antisocial behavior. An analysis of the home life of Becky's students re
veals frequent incidences of abuse and neglect. In addition, a few of
the students display borderline abilities in verbal and performance
scores on standardized intelHgence tests.

Becky started her teaching career with a high degree of commit-
ment and expectation. As her career progressed, she had good days
and bad days. When her students made academic and social gains,
she derived great per.onal satisfaction. In the past two years, however,
Becky has been much less sensitive to her students myriad needs,
has become argumentative at staings, and has found conferences
with parents to be stressful and frustrating. She often leaves work tired
and irritated, and she has upd the maximum number of sick leave
days allotted because of a constai.t nagging backache. Over the last
two years, she has had to resort to a variety of over-the-counter medi
cations. This once genuinely committed educator no longer enjoys the
daily interactions with students and has begun to think seriously about
a career change. In short, Becky exemplifieo the profile of a burned
out teacher.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of burnout has its historical r 3ots in the pioneering works
of researchers such as Herbert Freudenberger, Christina Maslach, and
Ayalc Pines. For example, Maslach (1)* was interested in what happened
to people who had intense personal encounters with othersLe , profes-
sionals who deal on a daay basis with individuah manifesting psychologi-

"Numbers an p.uentheses appearing in thc text refer to thc Referemes beginning on page
82.
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cal, social, and physical problems. She found that some people could not
cope with these continual, intense interpersonal transactions. The result
was often a professional who responded to clients in a detached, dehu-
manized manner Maslach identified three core asptcts of burnout: emo-
tional exhaustion, depersonalization, and feelings of low accomplish-
ment (2).

Burnout has been defined in a variety of ways. Some researchers feel
that one of the major problems in understanding it is the lack of a com-mon definition i). In a generic sense, Blase described burnout as
catchall term broadly describing any negative response by a person to
work-related stress (4). Briefly, then, a burned-ow classroom teacher is
an individual who is less sympathetic toward students, frequently feels
emotionally or physically exhqusted, and has a much kwer tolerance for
frustration (5).

Kaiser (6) developed an interesting model based the writings of
Herzberg ano Maslow. Kaiscr identified factors that prevei:( 1,,b dissatis-
faction and differentiated them from those that lead to job
Salary, fringe benefits, and working conditions prevent indivli,ials from
being unhappy with their jobs. But the higher-leve needs for esteemand actualization are what lead to job satisfaction. Variabl.es such as per-
sonal accomplishment, professional advancement, and job enrichment
arc the real intrinsic benefits of teaching. These Prt. the deposits that en-
hance one's professional bank account.

To appreciate the relevance of these ideas for special educators, one
must take a hard look at the reality of the workplace. To be sure, salary,
medical benefits, and sufficient classroom space rrake a difference. These
conditions prevent teach( rs from being dissatisfied. Howeve the intrin-
sic benefits of the piofession come from thc gains that students make
personally, socially, and academically. As Schwab points out, teachers
enter the profession not for high salaries but for the opportunity to help
students (7) Thus, professional self-image is closely linked to the pro-
gress made by studcnts (8). This is the case whether one is working with
mentally handicapped, learning-disabled, or beLviorally disordered stu-
dents The real deflator of the professional dream is a composite of all
those things that inhibit the realization of one's professional goals.
Within this context, it is important to realize that special educators work
with students who have impaired abilities, consequently tile gains they
observe might be relatively small compared to those uf other student
populations Since a teacher's professional goals are inextricably associat-
ed with student growth, then, factors stu.h as disruptive students, unco-
opeiative parents, insensitive rcgular educators, and apathetic adminis-
trators all contribute to job stress.

DeShong raised an interesthig point, suggesting that there might be a

10
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cultural attitude that attributes superhuman qualities to those who work
with special-needs students (9). Perhaps sume special educators internal-
ize this attitude and experience guilt when they do not meet self-im-
posed expectations.

Many burned-out teachers resohe their feelings of frustration and dis-
illusionment by leaving the profes.ion. They simply come to a point in
their professional journey when they Lan no longer muster the energy or
commitment to continue. Another group of teachers, who also experi-
ence serious job-related stress but do not leave the profession, are com-
monly referred to as "rust MILS:. These teachers no longer have the fire
or excitement running through their "teacher bones, they are literally
rusting out. They continue in the classroom but perform in a manner far
bclow their ability.

A point of clarifkation should be made here. Many in the teaching
profession experience transient stress such as the loss of a loved one, a
midlife crisis, or a painful divorce. These are certainly periods of great
distress, and it is a rare individual who can totally ma5k these feelings in
the classroom. Nevertheless, in must Lases the devastating trauma abates
and the individual continues his/her servke to student needs. In con-
trast, when we talk about teachers rusting out, we are identifying a
chronic. problem that haunts America's schools. One would hope that
within the structure of education, there are remediatory and enrichment
experiences (in-service workshops, support groups, etc..) that could help
restore these teachers to a satisfactory level of job performance.

Accumulated evidence supports the fact that teacher burnout is a seri-
9lls problem in the United States (10). The term has become a catchall
phrase for stress-related problems that have resulted in an alarming exo-
dus from the profession. Each year thousands of classroom educators
leave thc profesonsome primarily f..,r economi_ reasons, but many be-
cause they have found teaching to be unrewarcEug in light of public crit-
icism, conflicting soLietal expectations, lack of support from parents and
administrators, and students who nu longer possess the attributes neces-
sary for sustained academic learning (11). In fact, as a result of job-relat-
ed stress, as many as 50 percent of educators have indicated a genuine
intcrest in leaving the profession (12, 13, 14, 15, 16).

It is widely recognized that special educators are very muds affected by
the pressures that accompany working with children and youth who pre-
sent a wide variety of societal and academic challenges (17). As Zabel,
Boomer and .King stated (18), speciol educators are often caught :n a vi-
cious cycle of unrealized expectations and negative e: periences. In a re-
lated investigation, Olson and Matuskey reported that excessive paper-
work, pupil-teacher relations, inadequate planning time, low salary,
discipline of students, and student attitudes were primary sources of

11
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stress for special educators performing in a variety of service delivery sys-
tem roles (1°, And Greer and Wethered found that the heavy demands
plaml on special educatorsdue process hearings, placement team
meetings, diagnostic testing requirements, and consultingsignificantiy
contribute to stress (20). These authors emphasized that teachers often
work in isolation from other adults, class schedules and student needs re-
strict interaction with peers. Indications are thatstress reactions of special
educators often result in interpersonal conflicts with other professionals
'e g , with regulas and special educators, and administrators), resistance
to change, and rapid staff turnover (21, 22).

Some less effective approaches used by special educators to deal with
stress include providing less direct services te children, lowering expecta-
tions for students, taking drugs (liquor, pills), and resigning from the
profession (23) Obviously, nonproduaive approaches to dealing with
job-related stress result in a sharp reduction in the quantity and quality
of services provided to meet the needs of exceptional students. In a series
of studies, the authors found that special educators in general employed
many productive methods to reduce job stress and the vast majority re-
ported they had not seriously considered leaving the profession (24).
Plaudits go to the,e professionals who obviously enjoy the challenge of
educating students sho present a wide range of individual needs.

12
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2. BEWARE: IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU

SYMPTOMS OF BURNOUT

There are a multitude of symptoms depicting burnout in classr...om

teachers. Some are idiosyncratk, such as the teacher who no longer
found pleasure in listening to het dasskal music collection after a hard
day's work. She was too keyed up. In fact, she found that she no lorger
enjoyed any of her hobbies because she was unable to relax in her free
time. Preoccupation with negative thoughts about one's profession is a
blatant indicatot of stress. Additionally, there are a variety of generic
symptoms, eithet physiological or psychologkal in nature, that are clear
indicator; that stress ovelioad is occurring. Insomnia, overeating/over-
drinking, and headaches/backaches accompanied by feelings of ;rnmobi-
lization, distress, and irritability are often described as key indicators of
distress. Also, tigidity in thinking may occur as teachers lose their ability
to generate options in ptoblem solving. Many educators report that they
bombard themselves all day long with thoughts of recent failurese g ,
lack of progress in IEP goals. As a result, personal worth becomes jeopar-
dized due to feelings of professional incompetence and personal inade-
quacy. Teachers begin tu question the fruits of their labors in terms of
the time and energy invested in instructional activities.

Five basic charr,teristics are frequently cited as denoting burnout:

1. A vanety of physical probloms brought on by nervous system
reaction

2. Detachment or distancing from students
3. Pressure in personal and professional life
4. Zmotionally destructive feelings from being unable to cope with

stress
5. Cynical, dehumanized view of students. (25)

These classic symptoms are generally recognized in the literature. Unfor-
tunately, burned-out teachets become less effective on the job. Because
of daily preou.upation with personal discomfort, they become less com-
mitted to the educational programs of students. Resistance to change,
malingering in the hallway or lounge, and frequent complaining are of-

ten cited by administrators as behavior symptoms they fit pently observe
in burned-out teachers (26).

13
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I.

BURNOUT SELF-AWARENESS

Because cliches such as "burnt to a crisp" or "stressed to the maxi-
mum" began to permeate the profession in the early sevent:es, many
special education teachers asked themselves, "Am I a victim?" "Have I
contracted the phenomenon?" Certainly, all teachers experience stress to
some degree on a daily basis. The pencil sharpener becomes jammed, an
unannounced fire drill interrupts a favorite slide presentation, and the
mailbox ovefflows with five "same-day memos" requiring immediate at-
tention No one needs to tell teachers when they have had a bad day.
Burnout and stress affect all educators. But in a more specific sense, to
what degree are educators currently experiencing but.iout? The question-
naire that follows was designed to help special educators take a more ob-
jective look at their own behavioral patterns to determine the degree of
burnout they are experiencing. The more yes responses, the greater the
indication of a significant degree of tension.

ADDITIONAL STRESSORS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

Children who exhibit a wide range of individual differences can pre-
sent major challenges. Because each child manifests a number of idiosyn-
cratic instructional and social needs, it is essential to provide individual-
ized educational approaches. When a particular procedure does not
work, the teache. must modify the instructional program and incorporate
an alternative teaching technique. If the student still cannot master the
task, then additional', alternative techniques must be implemented and
tried until mastery occurs. This can be extremely time-consuming; it re-
quires a very tenacious teacher who has the stamina to try, try, and try
again In short, most students in regular education classes tend to
achieve Special-needs students, on the other hand, will learn and pro-
gress only under very specified and well-defined learning conditions.
Many of them, for example, find little meaning in a star at the top of a
paper or a pat on the back. Each of these students is unique as a result of
her this conditioning history. Therefore, it becomes a major challenge to
identify what motivates them and turns them on to academic learning.
Table 2 1 identifies 10 uniquenesses found in special education in con-
trast to regular education.

In contrast to regular educators, special educators have additional ped-
agogical responsibilities that can augment job stress and diminish job
satisfaction Individualized educational plans, diagnostic assessment re-
quirements, and multidisciplinary team meetings are frequently noted
stress points for teachers dealing with exceptional students. Table 2.2
provides a list of 10 additional sources of stress that, encountered across
time, can challenge even the most versatile, well-seasoned educator.

14
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Self-Analysis/Stress-Awareness Questionnairr

Circle your answer to each question.

1. Have you changed schools or classrooms in the last
two years because of dissatisfaction?

2. Does it seem as if you have been doing the same
mundane activities for the last 10 years?

3. Do you find yourself blaming all the inappropriate
behaviors exhibited by your students on parents
and other teachers or variables outside your con-
trol?

4. Do you seldom find new challenges and areas in
which you desire additional information each year?

5. Have you intermittently taken sick leave because
you just could not face another day?

6. Do you find yourself assigning more of the direct in-
structional responsibthties to your associate teacher
and assuming more of the clerical tasks yourself?

7. Do you find yourself dreading the return to school
after a weekend and actually counting down the
hours of "freedom" that remain?

8. Do you find yourself angry at your professional sup-
port staff because they are not sensitive to the rigor-
ous demands of your job?

9. Do you find yourself routinely ordering films and
filmstrips unrelated to instructional ohjectives to take
up class time?

10. Do you feel as if you have been given a day of re-
prieve when a snow day is called and you do not
have to face the troops?

11. Do you feel as if you work in the trenches and have
lower status and prestige than the regular education
teachers?

12. Are the successes of your students no longer the
highlights of your day?

13. Do you find yourself frequently wishing you worked
with a different categorical population in special edu-
cation?

15
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Self-Analysis/Stress-Awareness Questionnaire
(Continued)

14. Do you find yourself making if-only statements to ra-
tionalize low performance rates of your students
throughout the day? Yes No

15. At the end of the day do you feel more like a tutor or
babysitter than a teacher? Yes No

16 Do you find students behaving inappropriately more
often than you find them behaving appropriately? Yes No

17. Do you complain to the administration regularly about
the difficulties of working with special-needs stu-
dents? Yes No

18. Do other professions look tremendously exciting and
challenging in contrast to your boring, mundane rou-
tine? Yes No

Table 2.1
10 Uniquenesses Found in Special Education

1 Pupils who present a wider range of individual differences than
those found in a regular classroom (27)

2 Pupils who frequently do not learn in ordinary traditional ways as
their "normal"-peer counterparts do (28)

3 Pupils who look different from many of their "normar-peer coun-
terparts (29)

4 Pupils who come with lengthier histories of academic failure than
their "normal"-peer counterparts (30)

5 Pupils who are less popular than their "nch mar-peer counterparts
(31)

3 Pupils who have ;ewer "people-pleasinp behaviors" than their
"normal"-peer counterparts (32)

7 Pupils who have fewer coping strategies when they encounter
stress than their "normal"-peer counterparts (33)

8 Pupils who learn at a slower rate than their "normal"-peer ^ounter-
p arts (34)

9 Pupils who do not take as much responsibility for their successes
and failures as their "normal"-peer counterparts do (35)

10 Pupils who do not provide as much reinforcement to themselves or
to others as their "normal"-peer counterparts do (36)

16



Table 2.2
10 Additional Sources of Stress in Special Education

in Contrast to Regular Education

1. Individualized educational plans

2. Diagnostic testing requirements and consulting demands

3. Multioiscipligary team meetings

4. Due process hearings

5. Responsibilites r;) both regular and special education administra-
tors

6. Parents who are struggling with lower expectations for their child

7. Isolation from other special educators

8. Class schedules with no breaks

9. Small, restricted work environments

10. Unpredictable students

STAGES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF BURNOUT

Many special educators are able to persevere effectively even under the
most challenging conditions. They appear to possess a genetic stamina
and tenacity that enables them to weather the storm. These educators are
to be saluted and acknowledged for the fortituck to deal with profession-
al demands across time On the other hand, there are many special edu-
cators whc) do not possess this remarkable tenadty and who are in dire
need of a tune-up.

The special education teachers who reach the burnout point are func-
tioning fat below their potential and generally suffer pain, stress, and
frustration in teaching and extracurricular assignments. Such disenchant-
ment with teaching can be plotted through four stages, which address
the progression from an enthusiastic beginner to a disheartened 1st out.

1. The Invigorated Good Shepherd
2. The Mundane, Repetitious Soldier
3. The Disgusted, Thwarted Rebel
4. The Apathetic, Unresponsive Robot

Generally these stages are hierarchical in nature, that is, they occur in logi-
cal, numerical order. Occasionally, however, a teacher may skip a stage and
even regress to a previously helpIcss pattern of thinking. The time spent at

17
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any particular stage reflects the degfee of support both internal and ex-
ternal provided to the teacher. Familiarity with each stage can help edu-
cators know when it is time to take preventive action.

The Invigorated Good Shepherd

In this stage, special education teachers have just completed a training
program and are full of idealism and grandiose visions of ways they can
help students who traditionally have a history of failure. Often, novice
teachers hold unrealistically high expectations about the major contribu-
tions they plan to make. With an abundance of energy these beginning
practitioners are prime candidates for becoming workaholics. Many see
themselves as solely responsible for the design and implementation of
educational programs uniquely tailored to meet each student's needs.
Not only do they attempt to modify curriculum to meet each student's
characteristics, but they design elaborate behavioral management pro-
grams that are in mlity appropriate only for laboratory settings where
several behavioral engineers are available to record and tabulate all re-
quired data. For many of these educators, their work becomes the only
important thing in their lives.

The Mundane, Repetitious Soldier

In this stage, special educators begin to question their idealism and
lose their enthusiasm. Entering the classroom no longer brings a thrill,
and feelings of dissatisfaction begin. The exatement over implementing
3 new behavior management program or developing a new social skill
unit begins to dwindle. Feelings of isolation emerge as well as the aware-
ness that personal effort is being expendol without much appreciat on.
The special educator begins o note hostility from some regular educators
and questions such as, "What do you do all day with only six young-
sters?" become repetitious. While no openly hostile confrontation oc-
curs, underlying feelings of isolation pervade the professional self. The
initial thrill of being a special educator and dedicating one's life to help-
ing others who have academic and behavioral deficits begins to fade. The
stress of the job begins to take its toll physically and psychologically. Less
time and effort are put into designing and implementing IEPs for each
student, and concerns about such previously mt.ndane issues as salary,
working hours, and professional growth begin to emerge.

The Disgusted, Thwarted Rebel

In this stage, the special educator becomes bombarded by feelings of
helplessness. No matter how great the effort, the teacher is unable to ef-
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fect appreciable change in certain students' lives. One family refuses to
attend conferences, anothet student arrives 30 to 60 minutes late ead-.
day, and there are an endless number of roadblocks in sectiring support
services for several extremely needy students. In short, t'ae reality of
teaching special-needs students is not what was anticipated. Stress has
developed to such an extent that special educators begin to question the
value of theit career choice as well as theit own sense of professional com-
petence. Statements such is "I really don't make any difference here
anyway- are mumbled to oneself over and over. Other occupations start
to look more attractive to many teachers at this point.

The Apathetic and Unresponsive Robot

In this stage, special educators are chronically frustrated and over-
whelmed, yet they feel powerless to change anything significantly. As a
tesult, they withdraw emotionally from painful situations and perform
like robots who come to work, meet the minimal requirements of the
job, and teach what has been taught previously regardless of the needs of
students. They clearly believe they have no impact on effecting change in
the behavior of students. In othet wotds, they are apathetic and simply
go through the motions of teaching.

It is important that special educators recognize where they are in the
stress cycle so that they may face the challenge head-on and attempt to
identify constructive strategies to alleviate the symptoms described. Table
2.3 addresses the majot symptoms in each stage. If any of these sound
familiar, we encourage you to take a constructive proactive approach in
identifying and implementing procedures designed to reduce stress (see
Chapter 6).
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Table 2.3
Stages of Burnout

Belovv are several statements representative of each stage of the burn-
out process Answer each question as hooestly as possible by circling
yes or no. In which stage, if any, Jo most of your yes responses
occur?

The Invigorated Good Shepherd

1. Did you recently complete a special education
teacher training program? Yes No

a Do you regularly wort more than ail eight-hour day? Yes No

3. Do you try to rely on your inner resources rather
than utilize your support team to solve major prob-
lems? Yes No

4. Do you design elaborate behavior mmagement or
instructional programs tailored to each child's
unique characteristics? Yes No

5. Do you feel you can be successful with every spe-
cial-needs student with whom you are assigned to
work? Yes No

The Mundane, Repetitious Soldier

1. Is your enthusiasm for teaching beginning to dwin-
dle? Yes No

2. Do you have occasional headaches ur other physi-
cal ailments reflecting a difficult day at work? Yes No

3. Do you feel isolated and believe that the majority of
regular educators do not understand your role or
mission? Yes No

4. Is teaching special-needs students a bit MUIJ mun
dane than you first thought? Yes No

5. Do you feel as it you are spending too much time on
pedagogical matters and you should be spending
more time with significant others in your life? Yes No
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Table 2.1
Stages of Burnout

(Continue

The Disgusted, Thwarted Rebel

1. Are your physical problems increasing in frequency
or complexity?

2. Do there seem to be multiple obstacles that, no mat-
ter how hard you try, you cannot seem to over-
come?

3. Do you question the value of teaching and wonder if

you are really helping any of the special-needs stu-

dents under your tutelage?

4. Do you find yourself frequently thinking things such
as, "I don't really make a difference here anyway"?

5. Are other occupations starting to look more appeal-

ing to you than teaching?

The Apathetic, Unresponsive Robot

1. Are you completely exhausted at the end of the
school day?

2. Do you use the same techniques aria procedures
over and over regardless of the needs of students?

3. Do you feel like a robot simply going through daily

routines with a mechanical orientation?

4. Do you feel completely powerless to significantly
change things?

5. Do you dislike teaching, but just see too many ob-

stacles for making a career change at this point in
your life?
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3. THE IMPACT OF STRESS
ON TEAGTERS, STUDENTS, AND
ORGANIZATIONAL COMPONENTS

INTRODUCTION

As Hans Se lye has pointed out (37), there are many different kinds of
stress in the everyday world. Indeed, stress is inevitable. And, some de-
gree of stress is necessary for individuals to mobilize, that is, an appro-
priate amount of anxiety, which will differ from person to person, galva-
nizes individuals to accept challenges and deal effectively with situations
that are sometimes uncertain or discrepant. Deliberate avoidance of new
and different situations can bring about a condition of stagnation and
sterility Positive anxiety, often called eustress, is the stuff that individual
growth is made of. When individuals feel that a situation or event is
within their range of capability, but not achievable without a certain de-
gree of effort, they face "challenge." On the other hand, perceptions of
threat bring about anticipations of failure. Distress is bad stress, a situa-
tion or event that forces the human system to make quick adaptations
that often wreak havoc on one's psychological and physical well-being.

It is also important to realize that individuals differ in their ability to
handle stressful events. For a variety of reasons (some hereditary, some
environmental), one individual can muster the necessary resources to
overcome trauma, while another, in a similar situation, will become inca-
pacitated Individuals a:so differ in terms of theit optimal tempo or pace
of life Some, like racehorses, seem to be constantly on the go and in-
deed almost welcome change and dissonance. Others, like turtles, move
along at a slower pace and seem content to approach life in a much more
calm, reflective manner (38).

THE IMPACT OF STRESS ON TEACHERS

We have previously discussed the symptoms of teacher burnout espe-
cially as they apply to special educators, delineating the impact of stress
on the physical, emotional, and psychological well-being of the individ-
ual teacher We would now like to focus on the manner in which job
stress affects professional performance, particularly in relation to students
with exceptional needs. Most research on teacher burnout focuses on the
fact that when helping professionals feel distressed, they begin to dis-
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Lance themselves from their clients or student.s. This was thc condition of
Becky in ow opening scenario (see p. 9). Along with this depersonaliza
Elton comes a lowered tolerance for frustrating events, in short, thc teach-
er becomes quick to anger when students do not behave in appropriate
ways. In matters of discipline there is a greater probability that a teacher
experiencing job SUM will EesUEE EU punitive measures EU keep studcnts
on task. These might. include yelling at students, excessive time-out, and
the occasional use of corporal punishment. The classroom situation of
the burned-out teacher is often one that is out of control. A burned-out
teacher is more than likely preoccupied with a set of pressing personal
concerns and is much less sensitive to factors that either add to or takc
away from a student's self worth. In addition, the teacher's inability to
concentrate and focus on instru(.tional tasks results in a learning environ-
ment. that is often disorganized and lacks Loherence. Burned-out teachers
are often all-consumed with efforts to survive, to just gct through the
day. The teacher who is distraught and finds students and their accom-
panying academic and social needs to be a source of dissatisfaction is
likely to Last a negative shadow over the entirz sthool community. There-
fore, the teacher who is undergoing a chronic Lond:tion of job dissatisfac-
tion does not usually deteriorate in a vacuum. He or she strikes out, de-
priving students of good educational experiences, jeopardizing
relationships with other staff members, and portraying a picture of in
competence to parents and the school community.

THE IMPACT OF STRESS ON STUDENTS

The issue of teacher burnout becomes critical when onc considers the
student populations served by special educator: students with emotion-
al problems, students with leaning difficulties, students who are men-
tally deficient, and students who have atentional deficits. Tilt. fact that
these students present a number of academic and social disabilities exac-
erbates the condition of poor teachin. They may be more vulnerable,
more devastated by poor teathmg than "regular" students. Their dis-
abilities make it more daicult for them to rebound from a distressed
teacher. Their deficits become greater, their Loping skills less adequate.
and their self-worth is seriously jeopardized.

As we have previously emphasized, many students with exceptional
needs are at risk to begin with. Epanthin and Paul have pointcd out that
behaviorally disordered (BD) students in particular arc more adversely af
fected by a teacher's negative reaction than are other special-needs stu-
dents (39). When social and academic problems arc compounded, spe.
Lial education students arc hard pressed to respond with effective Loping
strategies. These students are different from regular students in a num-
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ber of ways, many of these differences are delineated in Table 2.1.
It is also impor:ant to cemembet that spedal education students often

have instru tional arrangements that are different from those of othei
students. Some spend an entire day with one teacher (and perhaps a
teacher assistant) in a self-contained classroom setting, others visit a re-
source room one period a day, still others work in a self contained-with-
integrated situation Anothet important fact to remtmbet is that in most
cases the teacher-pupil ratio is relatively low. This is an asset when a
good teacher develops effective educational programs for each student.
Hou-:ver, it becomes a liability when a small number ef students ate in
direct proximity to a burned-out, highly stressed teacher. The following
section describes what can happcn to special education students in such a
situation.

The Effects on Students

One unproductive stratt.gy students might employ to relieve a high-
anxiety situation is to withdraw. They may begin to daydream excessively
in an effort to escape a teacher who is verbally abusive or consistently
negative They may appear to give surface submission to a tyrannical
teacher, but in large measure they have begun to shut down in an effort
to distance themselves from aversive stimuli. Another tactic would be to
engage in a work stoppage,that is, to passively resist any effort exerted
by the teacher to engage them in compliant behaviors. A third with-
drawal response would be to become completely indifferent to what is
happening in the classroom. If, .,hort, students may simply stop process-
ing information. The withdrawal respunse on the part of spedal educa-
tion students is doubly dangerous. First of all, some exceptional students
are sucially withdrawn to begin with and very apprehensive in sodal and
academk settings. An oppressive teacher may cause them to withdraw
even further into a shell of silence and unresponsiveness. Then, too,
when students arc deliberately engaging in escapist tactics, they are not
learning In essence, they are employing defensive postures that literally
cut them off from the very instru..tion and individualized programs that
haNe been designed to remediate their deficiencies. For the student, this
is a no-win situation.

A second anproductive strategy would be to engage in countercontrol
measuresthat is, to attack the source of frustration and anguish. When
a teacher is especially punitive and deatly disinterested in student needs,
the class members (individually ot collectively) may begin to plan strate-
gies to undermine the teachees efforts. This results in a potentially ex-
plosive situation, often similat to open warfare. Such a strategy would
certainly heighten thv problems of students who are diagnosed as emo-
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tionally disturbed. A corollary of this strategy is the ripple effect (40).
One student engages in an inappropriate behavior and subsequently all
the others begin to follow suit. Examp'.:s of this type of contagious be-
havior include pencil tapping, foot stomping, or engaging in a high de-
gree of verbal interaction.

Other techniques that might be employed by students who are experi-
encing stress are to lie, hide feelings, rattle on others, and regress. In all
the instances previously described, students are attempting (either indi-
vidually or as a group) to rid themselves of a highly unpleasant situation
And when students are busy trying to deal with high stress factors in
their class environment, they are obviously much less likely to profit
from any instructional activities.

When special education studer..:s are taught by burned-out teachers,
their self-worth plummets dramatically. They fall farther behind aca-
demically and socially, and engage in unproductive sompensatory beha-
viors out of desperation. They pay a dear price for an intolerable state of
affairs. In a real sense, they have bcen denied the opportunity to grow
and prosper to their fullest extent. They may be permt.Aently scarred.

THE IMPACT OF STRESS ON ORGANIZATIONS

The authors have conducted a number of in-service workshops in vari-
ous school districts. We have both commented on how it is often possi-
ble for a visitor to a school building to pick up vibrations that sere as
rough approximations of school climate. School climate might be de-
fined as a composite of the school culture, including norms, expecta-
tions, rituals, and symbols (41). To get a really good sense of what goes
on in a school building, one would have to be immersed for several
weeks in a rather intense field study using the tools of ethnographic re-
search. To be certain, school climate does include an assessment of all
the interlocking parts, students and staff alike. Matters such as morale
and cohesiveness play a big part in the emotional tone that permeates a
school building. In this sense, staff members who arc locked into a burn-
out cycle can cause considerable harm with respect to organizational cli-
mate. The following are profiles of three highly stressed individuals and
their impact on school climate.

The House Cynic

This person emanates negativism, using staffings, lunchrooms, and
faculty meetings as forums to belittle students, criticize other staff mem-
bers, and downgrade adminisuation. It is as if, from the comic strip
"Iil Abner, a dark cloud accompanies her/him at all times. Unfortu-
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nately, these burned Jut teachers infect everyone else with their constant
distress calls In addition, they vent their anger and frustration on othcr
staff mem rs, l'_erally using them for purposes of displaced aggression.
Idealistically, c _ might like to confront these cynics, point our their fla-
grant negativism and find some mechanism in the system to provide re-
mediation Realistkally , however, must staff members isolate themselves
from these teachers in the best interests of their own professk.aal surviv-
al The major point is that house cynics dig deep into the culture of a
school and take away from other staff members' sense of job satisfaction.

A.W.O.L.Al sent from Work

Another indhidual who is at risk with regard to job distress is the staff
member who is frequently absent from work. One consequence of burn-
out is withdrawal, to spend as little time at the workplace as possible.
These absentees arc the ones who truly abuse sick leave policies. Some-
times they are really sick (whether psychosomatk or not), at other times,
they simply do not want to Lome to work. Their frequent absences have
a deleterious effect on the organizational climate. This is especially the
case in special education where staffings and warnings are essential for
the well being of exLeptional-needs children. Often meetings have to be
canceled, IEPs put on hold, and late paperwork accumulates. Everyone
pays the price in this scenario. Other staff members often haye to take
up the absentee's slack, putting additional burdens on their own already
busy schedules Sen ices for exceptional-needs students, which put a high
price on cooperation and coordination, are placed in jeopardy. Since
there are no distinct rewards fur excellence ur penalties for incompetence,
the morale of staff members is' surely strained by the frequent absences
of burned-out teachers.

The Alfred E. Newman SyndromeWhat, Mt Wony?

The last group of individuals who cast a negative shadow cn school
culture are the foot-draggers, those who have bewme rigid and increas-
ingly inflexible They have lost the spark and enthusiasm that once made
them good special education professionals. They approach their jobs with
some measure of disdain, and are resistant to change and efforts at
school improvement. They distrust new ideas and often actively sabotage
efforts to introduce innovative programs. They see in-service workshops
as time wasters and are the last to arrive in the morning and the first to
leave in the afternoon. Their apathy is a weight or a millstone for other
staff members who must work closely with them. They frustrate the good
intentions of colleagues and make deep inroads into staff morale.
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The troublesome thing about all three of these scenarios is that it is
difficult to remediate, or rejuvenate, or, in iome cases, to rem ;ve these
individuals from their present teaching assignments. These apathetic
teachers are an ever-present source of discontent for other staff members.

THE NEED FOR INTERVENTION

Several strategies can be employed to reduce individual and organiza-
tional stress. The discussion that follows is limited to intervention pro-
grams that can be utilized as a school staff.

Letting Off Steam

It might be healthy to set aside weekly or bimonthly meetings in
which all staff, regular and special educators, can have the opportunity
to frankly express concerns about a number of issues of mutual interest.
For example, there is often a tug of wat between the goals of the organi-
zation and the goals of the individual. Open forums can bring about a
greatet sense of ownership and self-determination. In short, when teach-
ers have a chance to talk about their difficukies, things do not seem so
hopeless. The initiative for such meetings may have to come from the
building administrator but it is possibk that a critical mass of teachers
could make the necessary arrangements. A word of caution. Although
these meetings may be a good chance for catharsis, it is important that
they be constructive, avoiding personal vendettas. Thus, ground rules
should be established. Obviously, the chemistry of the mix of people at-
tending the meetings makes a big difference. It might be a good idea to
designate a secretary to take a narrative of the discussions. These notes
can then become an agenda for foll-swup meetings to develop a plan of
action. This is especially important when there are distinct differences of
opinion between regular and speciai educators regarding integrating ex-
ceptional students into regular classes.

Peer Mentoring

Both authors are consultants to an exchange program involving three
school districts that has as its primary focus th mentoring of beginning
teachers. According to the agreement, a new teacher in District X can be
engaged in a mentoring exchange with an experienced teacher in District
Y. We also see great benefit accruing from peer exchanges that would
link master teachers with teachers who may be in the process of rusting
out. It is belicved that such an arrangement would be a good opportuni-
ty for an exchange of skills, which may be just the experience that reju-
ve.lates the teacher going through a period of professional malaise. Inter-
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acticn among staff members Lan provide teachers with critical informa-
tion that they can use to enhance their sense of job efficacy (42). Given
this context, there would seem to be many opportunities for rich ex-
changes between regular and special educators. If there is a strong possi-
bility in the near future that regular and special eduLators will be work-
ing as a team, this preliminaly exchange of insights And observations
would be of great value. Although the main thrust of the peer exchange
program is to fine tune instructional skills, one Lan clearly see many op-
pommities for peer collaboration.

Conflict Resolution

Interactions amung individuals with different goals, backgrounds, and
motivations will periodically involve differences and conflict. Clearly,
regular and special educators approach Lne educational arena with some-
what different goals, backgrounds, and motivations. It is important for
teachers to remember that relationships totally free of conflict may also
be void of effective communication. When differences in mission and
purpose do evolve between the regular and special educator, an analysis
of pntential causes can be useful. For example, ask yourself, Did the con-
flict evolve because of.

a lack of common terms and jargon to accurately describe the
situation?
a lack of opportunity to exchange information on an ongoing basis?
an absence of trust and acceptance of value differences?

Thomas Gordon in 1974 introduced the no-lose method of conflict
resolution in his book Teacier Effectiveneis Training (43). This method
redures resentment L)ncerning a conflict resolution by encouraging indi-
viduals who own a mutual problem to go through a series of collabora-
tive steps to arrive At an outcome both parties can live with. There is also
a provision for implementing a specific plan of action as well as a follow-
up evaluation.

Some situations may be classified as disastrous and in serious neet: of
attertion. Others may simply be brushfires, that left alone will burn
themselves out. Situations perceived as having significant importance to
both educators are, of course, more intricate and difficult to resolve.
When extreme positions are taken with emotions raging, conflict resoiu-
tions ,7an take on a win/lose flavor, creaing an atmosphere that is not
productive and should be avoided.

The principles of conflict resolution are based on four basic elements.

1 People. We are all people first. We bring our whole selves to any sit-
uation It is important to focus on substance rather than relation-
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ships. Relationships often become tangled on problems. Separate the
people from the problem.

2. Interest,. Interests define the problem. They motivate people. Your
position is whA you have decided upon. Your interests are what
caused you to decide. For every interest there are several possible po-
sitions. Focus on interestsnot positions.

3. Optwm. There is an abundance of possible solutions to solve any di-
lemma. A variety of options should be generated and the pros and
cons of each solution delineated. The option that provides an equal
balance of "gives's and "takes" for each party should be selected.

4. Catena. Work tovvard using objective criteria in making agreements.
Don't yield to pressure, only principle. Insist that the result be based
on objective criteria.

Common resolution to conflict involves successive taking and then giv-
ing up a sequence of positions. Ultimately the conflict is resolved and
agreements made. These agreements should

meet the legitimate interests of both sides
resolve conflicting interests fairly
be workable
take common interests into account.

Special educators constantly "negotiate" with regular educators re-
garding the skill, and behaviors students with special needs must exhibit
if they are to be permitted to stay in the regular classroom. It is the spe-
cial educator who must constantly "bite the tongue" and maintain com-
posure when the expectations and demands of the regular educator ap-
pear blatantly unfair. Following are stock phrases many special educators
have used when they feel their best intentions are thwarted or their well-
meaning plans sabotaged by regular educators:

Please correct me if I'm wrong ...
I appreciate what you've done for Johnny ...
My concern is fairness.
Let me get back to you.
One fair solution might be ...
Let me show you where I have difficulty following your ideas.

It is in the best interest of students with special needs for the special
educator to be well versed in conflict resolution strategies. However, co-
operation of the regular educator is essential if students are to be success-
fully mainstreamed. It is the experienced, committed teacher who has
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the stamina and tenacity to negotiate and renegotiate what it will take
for a sr, dent to succeed in the least restrictive environment. There are
strategies that can be used when conflicts arise between regular and spe-
cial educatorsstrategies that can successfully resolve differences and
maximize educational opportunities for special-needs students.

In-Service Workshops

In-service workshops attended by regular and special educators can
provide many cpportunities for a better understanding of the intent of
PL 94-142 as well as the characteristics of special-needs students. It
might be advisable to have a faculty committee plan and organize such
workshops This format increases involvement and faculty decision mak-
ig For cYampl , in-service training programs might address strategies

and techniques special educators can implement to alleviate stressors they
will inevitably encounter. Informatkm addressing techniques such as diet
and exercise, relaxation techniques, social support systems, goal setting,
time management, networking, compartmentalization of job and per-
sonal life, self-talk, GMSs (Good-to-Myselfs) and catching students being
good (44) are described in the literature as proactive, constructive ways to
overcome the ill effects of job-related stress. School systems are also en-
couraged to offer wellness programs utilizing stress-reduction techniques
such as those listed above.

Additionally, in-service training for administrative personnel and reg-
ular educator, is warranted based on special educators' frequent requests
for staff collaboration Particular attention should be devoted to provid-
ing information about easily implemented environmental adaptations
and viable curriculum alterations for students who require highly struc-
tured educational programs to learn. Attention should also be given to
ways that regular educators can organize and structure the educational
environment to better accommodate students with diverse learning char-
acteristics The would include such strategies as cooperative learning,
peer tutoring arrangements, and group reward contingencies. Of course,
the benefits to be accrued when both regular and special-needs students
work and learn together side by side should be emphasized (45, 46).
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4. STRESS AND THE SPECIAL EDUCATOR

INTRODUCTION

Special educ....ors wotk with students who present a numbet of social,
physical, and academic challenges. Each child is unique, and with this
eAceptionality comes the need for an individualized program. Fot those
preparing for a career in special education, a number of options are
available with respect to student populations (i.e., learning disabled stu-
dents, behaviotally disordered students). It is also important to note that
each state department of education may have a somewhat different set of
certification requirements to qualify individuals fot working with specific
student populations. Consequently, the varying state requirements can
restrict the special educator's freedom to relocate. In othet words, educa-
tors may find that while they fully qualify to teach a particular categori-
cal area in one state, they may not meet the certification standards in the
same area in another state. Thus, mobility fot relocating is much mote
restricted for special educators than it is for their colleagues in regular
education.

Undergraduate students prepare for a career in special education by
meeting requirements Ehtough a system of endorsements. Students can
obtain certification in a variety of areas, including eaily childhood special
education, severe and profoundly handkapped, learning disabled, be .
haviorally disordered, and mentally handicapped. Thia chapter focuses
on the job stress of special educators certified in tht. last three areas
that is, teache3 of students who are learning-disaEed (LD), teachers of
students with behavioraliemotional ptoblems (BD), and teachers of stu
dents with mental deficiencies (MD).

First, howevet, we would like to review several studies that looked at
job ;tress and the special educator ham a generic, nonspecific perspec-
tive. The premise is that special educators as a group experience an array
of job stressors that are different from those faced by regular educators as
a group.

Schwab and Iwanicki discussed some of the major roles performed by
special educators such as remediation of basic skills, modifying inappro-
priate behavior, and developing coping skills (47). In addition, special
educators often must play such diverse roles as counselui, technician, cur-
riculum specialist, record keeper, diagnostician, and expert in working
with diffirtilt students.

D'Alonzo and Wiseman reported that many special educators feel
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their professional roles are unclear ot in conflict (48). This might be the
case particularly when special educators at,: v:tm-king within a regular
school environment. As Zabel, Boomer, and King pointed out, the ex-
pectations a teachet has for job performance, which involve many of the
roles discussed above, ate the lens through which school experiences are
perceived (49).

Rizzo, House, and Lirtzman distinguished between role conflict and
role ambiguity (50). Role conflict is the occurrence of two or more sets of
inconsistent role behaviors, while role ambiguity is the lack of clear infor-
mation regarding one's duties and responsibilities. Both discrepancies in
function have rekvance fot special educators. Inconsistency occurs when
special educators play conflicting toles such as disciplinarian vs. therapist,
or manager vs. innovator. In addition, special educators usually carry out
their prescribed functions within a matrix of many support staff as well
as regular educators. In this context, the building administrator plays a
key role in making certain all staff members have a clear perception of
role expectations.

Lawrenson and McKinnon found that the main reason some special
educators resigned their position was hassles with administrators (51). In
another study, surveying 365 full-time special education teachers, Fimian
and Santoro found that many teachers felt that theit personal priorities
were beir.g usurped by professional time demands (52). Additionally,
the te:.chers in this sample felt that they did not receive enough recogni-
tion for the job they did, that promotion and advancement opportuni-
ties were minimal, that school disciplinary policies were inadequate, and
that there was too little time for class preparation.

In anothet study, Bradfield and Fones found that special educators re-
ported the greatot job sttess in relationships with the parents of students
(53) Other problem areas mentioned were time management, poor
stress management techniques, unrealistic expectations fot teachet per-
formance, and inappropriate student behavior.

It is the contention of the authors that while there are many common
denominatois in pte servke spedal education preparation programs (such
as behavior mt,dification), there are also content areas and field experi-
ences that are representative of each of the three areas. One could easily
sketch three distinctive scenarios that would accurately represent the aca-
demk and soda! profiles of students who are labeled learning disabled,
behaviorally disordered, and mentally disabled. This fact highlights the
importance of preparing special educators who are well trained in behav-
ioral and curricular matters specific to each student population. Addi-
tionally, while the workday of all special educators may have much in
common, such as IEPs, the way that each professional deals with students
involves a specific set of au.ommodations. The authors, then, make the
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assumption that while special educators may be seen collectively as pro-
fessionals who work with t..xceptional students, there are considerable
variations within the field, ,.....pending on the student population being
served.

In 1984, the authors received a grant from the Iowa Department of
Public Instruction to conduct a study with a two-pronged mission. (1) to
identify major stressors in the professional lives of special educators, (2)
to ascertain how special educators deal with stress in the workplace. The
authors developed a survey instrument containing four elements. (a) a
demographic page, (b) a rank ordering of 11 stressors previously identi-
fied by the literature, (c) a Q-sort adaptation asking respondems to sort
16 ways of dealint with stress, and (d) an open-ended section asking re-
spondents to indicate the positive and negative aspects of what they do.
The survey instrument was sent to a random sample of special educators
working in ID, BD, and MD classrooms. The remainder of this chapter
presents (1) the authors' data in each of the three categories, (2) a brief
discussion of the results, (3) the findings of other studies conducted in
each of the three areas, and (4) a conclusion each area representative
of the studies reviewed.

STRESSORS PECULIAR TO TEACHERS
OF LEARNING-DISABLED STUDENTS

Scenario

John works with 18 students who have a vanety of learning deficits.
He spends a great deal of time prepanng IEPs and diligently attempts
to accommodate each student's unique disabifity. John feels he has
been well prepared in terms of curncular programs and techniques of
behavior management, but his main bone of contention is the attitude
of the administration and of regular teachers. John's classroom is lo-
cated across from the lunchroom in the basement of the school. He
does not have space in the classroom for a full sized traditional desk,
and believes the placement of his room is indicative of his low priority
on the school staff. He feels very isolated from regular class teachers.
Sometimes he detects a note of annoyance from them when students
&re pulled out of regular classrooms to visit his resource room. He
would like to develop a much closer working relationship with regular
teachers with respect to curnculum and followup activities, but there
seems to be resistance. He senses that other teachers resent the fact
that he works with so few students. He rarely gets any positive feed
back from the administration or other staff members about the hard
work that he puts into providing appropriate learning environments for
his students. Occasionally, John has to convince parents that Lie I,
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source room experience is not a stigma, it does not mean that "his
kids" are markedly different from other students. He firmly believes
that the special environment of the resource room ib ts,leficial to his
students John likes working w;th LD students, however, he feels frus-
trated by what he perceives ab roadblocks to the fulfillment of his mis-
sion He has a hard time getting resources and equipment for his pro-
gram and he sometimes feels that other teachers see him as different.
The isolation and lack of collegiality prohibit a full measure of Job
satisfaction.

The Data Base

A survey instrurrcnt was designed and disseminated to tcachers of LD
students to solicit the following information:

1 What are the major sources of stress impinging upon the profes-
sional lives of teachers of LD students?

2 What are the most desirable and undesirable aspects of the profes-
sional workplace of teachers of LD students?

This same survey instrument was also sent to tcachers of BD and MD stu-
dents, aind thus is not discussed again in the next two sections. The
number oc respondents ir. each survey is represented in the tables.

Rank Oraer of Job-Related Stressors

An examination of the data in Table 4.1 indicates that the primary
concern of teachers of LD students was the unmet needs of students with
whom they work on a daily basis. A second area of job-related stress re-
volved around the necessity and complexity of writing IEPs, while the
third most pressing soutze of stress was not having enough time to ac-
complish instructional tasi:s and related duties. Areas of lesser concern
included isolation from colleagues, insufficient resources, and lengthy
meetings Relationships with regular educators, parents, and administra-
tors were ranked in the middle group of stressorr.

Desirable and Undesirable Aspects of the Profession

The research sample of teachers of LD students strongly identified
working with students and observing their academic and social gains as
the nost enjoyable aspect of their job (Table 4.2). These teachers fre-
quently mentioned the satisfaction they received when students began to
acquire a repertoire of skills that allowed them to participate in the in-
trinsic joys of learning. These teachers also felt that the freedom to im-
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Table 4.1
Rank Order of Stressors:
Teachers of LD Students

N = 79

1. Students' unmet needs
2. Paperwork (IEPs)
3. Lack of preparation time
4. Uncooperative students
5. Nol supportive parents
6. Regular educators attitudes
7. Large teacher-student ratio
8. Unhelpful administrators
9. Lack of support from specialized services

10. Lengthy meetings
11. Insufficient resources
12. Isolation from colleagues

plement curricular programs for students with special learning needs al-
lowed them to control an important aspect of their daily work environ-
ment. Other job satisfiers identified were working in a collbial manner
with selected teachers and suppc.rt personnel, and thc distinct advantage
of working with small groups of students.

As suggested changes in the workplace, teachers of LD students em-
phasized the need for improved room accommodations, a better working
relationship with regulat education teachers, more planning time, and a
concern that building administrator:, were neither knowledgeable nor
helpful with respect to curricular and material requests in the area of
special education.

Discussion of Survey Results

In assessing the data from the two major formats utilized by the sur-
vey instrument (rank ordering and open-ended questions), several recur-
ring themes seem to represent substantive issues expressed by teachers of
LD students in this sample.

A primary concern and major stressor identified by these teachers was
the fact that many of the needs 2f learning-disabled students were not
being met. Many of the teachers expressed frustration regarding their
room accommodations. They complained that their rooms were too small
(in one case the teacher was teaching in a doset), that they were situated
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Table 4.2
Desirable and Undesirable Aspects of the Work

Environment: Teachers of LD Students
N = 79

List three aspects of your job
that you like

Rank Item Frequency Percent Rank

1 Student progress 40 51% 1

2 Freedom to 33 42%
implement 2

3 Interaction with 30 38%
students 3

4 interaction with
colleagues

20 25% 4

5 Small teacher-
pupil ratio

15 19%

If you could change a}:pects of the
environment in which you work, what

would these changes be?
Item

Improve physical
environment

More cooperation
from regular teachers

More planning time

More administrative
support

Frequency Percent

35 44%

26 33%

17 22%

13 16%



in an environment in dose proximity to a noiy and distracting cafeteria
ot band room, that there were no windows, and the room temperature
was often difficult to control. In both the rank-ordering device and the
open-ended questions, teachers of LD students complained about the
lack of planning time, including time necessary to write extensive !EN
These teachers felt that they had too little time to interact with needy
students on a one-to-one basis, and that in some cases they did not get
sufficient help from administrators or regular teachers to provide benefi-
cial learning enviionments and academic resources for their students
The teachers frequently indicated that they felt regular educators and ad-
ministrators were not always supportive of PL 94-142, a condition that
might prevent LD students from getting the full benefit nf a wide range
of selected services.

A second theme emerging from the data was that working with LD
students and designing learning environments that contribute o their
growth were the most satisfying and fulfilling aspects of the job. Many of
thc open-ended comments made by the respondents dead, spoke to the
joy of having a unique opportunity to work with a small group of stu-
dents in a well-defined, structured learning environment. These teachers
were able to dearly document learner progress, demonstrating that their
professional efforts were paying dividends. The data also seem to indi-
catc that tedchers of LD students have ambivalent feelings about their
regular education colleagues. Whereas relationships with regular educa-

tors, administrators, and support staff were moderate stressors in the
rank-ordering process, 20 (25 percent) of the LD respondents cited inter-
action with special education colleagues as an aspect of job satisfaction
Additionally, when asked for items they would change in their work en-
vironment, the teachers of LD students cited improved attitudes by regu-
lar educators and school administrators toward the intent of PL 94-142.
In short, it is very clear that teachers of LD students very much enjoy
working with other special educators in contrast to regular educators, be-

cause these colleagues ofica provide a support base in an otherwise iso-
lated sett;ng.

In a global sense, it appears from these data that the teachers of LD
students who responded to this survey were satisfied with their jobs, in
particular, working with students who exhibit special learning challenges
What appears to be a ciitical concern was the necessity of having to work

in a physical seuing that often confines and restricts the realization of
learning goals. Another problem indicated by teachers of LD students
was not having sufficient time during the school day to work on IEPs,
plan curriculat units, ot interact with students on a one-to-one basis.

were was also a definite concern about the lack of harmonious teaming
with other members uf the school community including regular educa-
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tors, administrators, support staff, and parents. The teachers responding
to this survey ankulated that whhout a mutc comprehensive interdisci-
plinary orkmation educational programming, LD students were not
receiving a congruent, synchronized educational program.

Other Studies

In an early study D'Alunzu and \Viseman reported that most resource
teachers saw cooperation, planning, and interactions with regular educa-
tors as a major problem area (54). In another stu, Morsink, Blackhurst,
and Williams found that the mum signifkant problems for tcachcrs of
LD students were (a) lack of instructional z aterials, (b) getting regular
teachers tu understand needs of exceptional children, (t..) developing se-

individual programs for each student, (d) lack of time for plan-
ning, and (e) misplacement of children in special classes (55). In another
study of resource room teachers, Bensky, Shaw, Gousc, Bates, Dixon,
and Beane identified evaluation by supervisors and unclear expectations
as contributors to job stress (56).

In 1982, Olsor and Matuskey studied 173 teachers of studcnts with
si.ecifk learning disabilities to determine the strongest job strcssors and
arrived at items similar to those previousty reported (57). These research-
ers cited excessive p-aperwurk, inadequate salaries, student discipline
problems, insufficient planning time, student zpathy, and pupil-teacher
ratios the six strongest stressors. I i another study, Fimiart, Pierson,
and WI-lardy used the Tcathet Stress Inventory (TSI) to examine thc
strongest and must frequently occurring stressful events reported by
teachers of LD students (58). Items relating to personal/professional con-
enis (caseload size, shortchanged personal priorities), and professional

dissatisfaction (lacking teLugnition, needing enhanced status, and inade-
quate salaries) were identified by respondents as high contributors to
Ates. Other areas ,uch as classroom management and motivational is-
sues were ranked in the medium rangc of concerns.

Several consistent Lunt.etns become app.oent when reviewing the re-
sults of investizations addressing teachers of tni... pt,pidation. Lack of
planning time was identified as a major job stressor, lack f .-istructional
materials, IEPs, relationships with regular educators, and apathetk stu-
dents were perceived as obstacles to job satisfaction.

Conclusion

Because LD studenb generally appear tu have nu overt disabaity, reg-
ular educators can see nu tangible indkaticn of a learning disability and
become impatient and intolerant of the problems these students experi-
ence. Thus, the teacher of LD students fl...es a major challenge with re-
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speLt to sensitizing regular educators to the trials and tribulations that
these students experience. It is much more difficult to conceptualize
something that cannot be seen or touched. Such is the Lase with thi
population.

Individuals chuuse to work with students with learning disabilities
knowing in advance that there will he many Lhallenges Loncerning de-
signing educational programs for students with deficits ill knowledge
bases and deficiencies ir. processing information. As is the case with all
teachers, apathetic students present barrita to professional success. This
might be especially frustrating to teachers of LD students who work with
smaller numbers of students and are responsible for Llosely monitoring
their academiL progress. A great deal of the satisfaction that accrues from
working with exceptional students is the growth that these students un-
dergo as they interact with an individualized learning environment. It
would appear that teachers of LD students are not complaining about
the time involved in writing indiidualized programs, they are, however,
asserting that there is often insufficient time luring the workday to pre-
pare and evaluate these programs.

STRESSORS PECULIAR TO MACHERS
OF BEHAVIORALLY DISORDERED STUD:NTS

Scenario

Jodie works in a self contained classroom ,with 10 students who
have senous emotional, psychological, and social problems. Many of
her students nave the capacity to do acceptable work in school but
their behaviorai excesses prevent them from achieving a high measure
of academic success. These students are hypersensitive to criticism
and often explode verbally and physically when confronted with a frus-
trating situation. Tne biggest stress fr- Jodie is their unpredictability on
a daily basis. She is often confud about what her professional role
should be. Many of her students desperately need a therapist to sort
out their chaotic lives, others need a surrogate parent, someone who
exhibits caring and concern in an other wse troublesome social envi-
ronment, still others need a high degree of Si icture in their lives, an in-
dividual who consistently enforces rules er c. expectations, lastly. all the
BD students need a good teacher who -dr. help them acquire socially
appropnate behaviors as well as academic competencies.

Given the multiple disorders exhibited by these students and the
many learning deficits they possess. Jodie often feels tired under the
weight of aR these responsibilities. Additionally, she is somewhat con
cerned for her pi.,:sonal safety, fearful that some event may trigger an
explosive outburst on the part of one of her students. Often she feels
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that she :s a target for displaced aggression exhibited by several of the
more hostde students. Clearly, Jodie has few moments when she can
relax. From another perspective she sees herself as a captive in her
own classroom. With good reason, shc is reluctant to leave her stu-
dents alone. While Ftie likes her students and feels challenged by the
severity of their deficiencies, she is completely exhausted both physi-
cally and mentally. Unfortunately, she feels that no other staff member

appreciates e, hat she does or is interested in helping her design
programs for tact' students. Worse yet, most teachers do not hke her
students, are fearful of their sudden outbursts, and indirectly seem to
avoid Jodie just as they do the BD students with whom she works. In
this context, Jodie. indeed, feels like a pariah.

The Data Base

Rank Order ofJob-Related Stressors

An examination of Table 4.3 indicates that teachers of BD students
were most concerned abo.it student needs that were not being met. A
second concern was students who present serious behavioral problems,
problems that often result in reLsal to engage in academic tasks. Lack of
assistance from school .dministrators was a third pressing source of con-
cern Teachers %ere least concerned about staff meetings, teacher-pupil
ratios, and isolation from colleagues. Paperwork, lack of support from
spedalized services, lack of time, regular class teacher attitudes, and in-
sufficient resources were ranked in the middle group of stresso.a.

Table 4.3
Rank Order of Stressors:
Teachers of BD Students

N = 70

1. Students' ui met needs
2 Uncooperative students
3. Unhelpful administrators
4. Nonsupportive parents
5 Paperwork (IEPs)
6 Lack of support from specialized services
7. Lack of preparation time
8. Regular educators' attitudes
9. Insufficient resources

10. Lengthy meetings
11 Large teacher-pupil ratio
12. Isolation from colleagues
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Desirable and Undesirable Aspects of the Profession

Toe research sample uf teachers of BD students identified student pro-
gress, working with students, and the CaaIlenge of arranging learning en
vironments to best meet the needs cf their student population as the
most enjoyable aspects cif their job (Table 4.4). Also mentioned were the
relative autonomy to create learning environments and interaction with
specific colleagues.

With regard to changes in the workplace, te.ichers of BD students is-
sued a strong appeal fur mure help from administrators, more parent in-

volvement, and less paperwork. These teachers also wanted more time
for lesson preparation and more cooperation from regular class teachers

Discussion of Survey Results

As might be expeued, of the three groups, teachers of BD students
were must concerned about students whose disruptive and uncooperative
behavior upset the orderly flow uf classroom instruction. Additionally,
teachers of BD students did not feel they received sufficient support
from building administrators. Undoubtedly, it can be assumed that this
criticism may have been targeted toward administrators who failed to
back up teachers of BD students in cases of inappropriate, disruptive be-

havior. This is quite understandable given the volatile nature of these
student.. Additionally, the fact that teachers of BD students work with
!tudents wf o are often perceived by other school staff as "troublemak-
ers might lead them more than their colleagues who teach LD or MD
students to feel that administrators and supervisors are not sufficiently
helpful in providing backup support.

Teachers of BD students also expressed concern about the lack of pa-
rental support. Such support is essential in the follow-through programs
if there is to be any consistency in the child's environment. When par-
ents do not follow through with suggestions made by teachers of these
students, they can seriuusly compromise any effectiveness the Leachers

might have in the cla.sroom.

Other Studies
In the Johnson, Gold, and Vickers study, teachers of BD students per-

ceived insufficient and inappropriate supervisory service, insufficient psy-
chological services, fear of physical attacks, verbal threats, and other po-
tential violence by students as more stressful than did teachers of MD
and LD students (59). In short, teachers of BD students felt their teach-
ing responsibilities were significantly more stressful than the responsibil
ities of the other two groups, particularly because of the ever-present
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Table 4.4
Desirable and Undesirable Aspects of the Work

Environment: Teachers of BD Students
N = 70

List three aspects of your job
that you like

If you could change aspects of the
environment in which you work, what

would these changes be?
Rank Item Frequency Percent Rank Item Frequency Percent

1 Student progress 39 56% 1 More administrative
support

32 46%

2 Interaction with 31 44%
students 2 More parent

ii volvement
21 30%

3 Curricular challenge 26 37%
3 Less paperwork 17 24%

4 Freedom to 18 25%
implement 4 Increase in

planning time
11 16%

5 Other colleagues 13 18%
5 More cooperation

from regular teachers
9 12%



possibility of student-initiated aggression.
As Zabel, Boomer and King pointed out, because of professional role

demands, teachers of BD students are frequently isolated from col-
leagues, and consequently are limited in their opportunities for social
and professional support (60). In particular, teachers in itinerant settings
may not have an identity with a particular school culture, while teachers
in a self-contained setting may nut be able to leave their students for col-
legial interaction.

Conclusion

Teachers of behaiorally disoi.:..red students work with a volatile stu-
dent population. Words such as unpredictable, confrontational, and dis-
placed aggression characterize the students they teach. Clearly, BD stu-
dents present a wide range of behavioral excesses and deficits, conditions
that Lan arouse negatiNe feelings in their teachers as well as in regular
class teachers. In addition to the ever-present challenge in the area of ac-
ademics, there is the complication of behavioral deviance. Each student
represents a potential crisis ready to happen. There is also the need for
confirmation that one is doing a saLiAaLtory job in this instance, that
the work of the teacher is paying dividends in the improved academic
and social behavior of the BD student. When conditions in the home
hamper these efforts, when school offi jals are reluctant to intervene in
Lases invoking serious inappropriate behaNiors, when other teachers
awid contact with BD students as well as their teacher, the potential for
job stress is very re-al. Teachers of BD students rarely get to see the long-
term benefits of their ministrations. The input from other sources, in
many Lases negathe and self-destructiNe, chips away at their efforts. Yet
there is always the professional hope that through good instruction, firm
limits, and genuine understanding, these students will become less im-
pulsive and more socially responsible.

STRESSORS PECULIAR TO TEACHERS
OF MENTALLY DEFICIENT STUDENTS

Scenario

Bill works in a self contained classroom with 12 MD students in a
regular school building. It is a small classroom in the basement Of the
budding, a room that is conspicuously isolated from regular school traf
fic. At times, Bill is defensive about his kids.- Yes, some of them look
different, but he resents the fact that other students and teachers ste
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reotype his MD students as retards.- He realizes that some of his stu
dents do not have appropriate social skills, but he firmly believes that
they need to interact with other members of the school community. He
wishes it were not so difficult to have his students integrated into mu
sic, art, and physical education classes.

Another thing that bothers Bill is the apathy of come community
members with respect to work study programs. Although his students
manifest deficiencies in adaptive behavior and may be slower in catch
ing on than other students, Bill feels strongly that d they are to contnb-
ute to society and demonstrate independent hving skdls, they must
have opportunities to gain marketable work skills.

Bill feels surrounded by people who disenfranchise his MD stu-
dents. He wishes other staff members, students, administrators, and
community members would have more compassion for these special-
needs students. He hopes that someday they will not be called names
and will not have to feel they are on the fringe of society.

The Data Base

Rank Order ofJob-Related Stressors

An examination of the data (Table 4.5) indicates that the primary
concern of teachers of MD students was the individualized educational
plans (IEPs) they are required tu write for each student by Public Law
94-142. Specifically, inv4,lving parents in the IEP process, updating goals
based un learner progress, and targeting particular goals unique to ,the
learner rather than genetic lifelong goals were addressed as major .:tal-
lenges in developi.lg functional IEPs. Uncooperative students and stu-
dents unmet needs were identified as second- and third-rated stressors
by participants. Several respondents wrote lengthy narrative comments
about the dysfunctional families with whom they were trying to work.

iConcerns in this area included failure of parents to participate n confer-
ences, to return phone calls, or to respond to written requests. Areas of
lesser concern included isolation from ..olleagues, lengthy meetings, and
insufficient resources. Relationships with support staff, regular educators,
and teacher-student ratio were ranked in the middle group of stressors.

Desirable and Undesirable Aspects of the Profession

As indicated in Table 4.6, respondents strongly identified working
w:th students and observing their academic progress as the most enjoy-
able aspects of their job. These teachers also felt that interaction with
colleagues provided a stimulating work environment that contributed to
professional growth. Additionally, respondent., felt the freedom to de-
sign innovative instructional materials to best meet the needs of individ-
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Table 4.5
Rank Order of Stressors:
Teachers of MD Students

N = 82

1. Paperwork (IEPs)

2. Uncooperative students

3. Students' unmet needs

4. Lack of preparation time

5. Nonsupportive parents
6. Unhelpful administrators

7. Large teacher/pupil ratio

8. Lack of support from specialized services

9. Regular educators' attitudes

10. Lengthy meetings

11. Insufficient resources

12. Isolation from colleagues

ual students was a most rc.warding aspect of their chosen profession.
As for suggested changes in the workplace, teachers of MD students

emphasized the need for better room au.ommodations, more administra-
tive support, more cooperation from regular teachers, and more planning
time to design individual pwgrams. Twenty-three of the respondents ar-
ticulated a genuine concern about building administrators who tended to
thwart rather than support their programs. In addition to assign: lg
teachers of MD students to work in the least desirable physical environ-
ment, many respondents felt that building administrators clearly lacked
information concerning the best practices and materials for spedal-nerds
students. One teacher used the term "isolated island" to describe the
lack of support she received regarding the design and implementation of
educational programs for her students.

Discussion of Survey Results

First and foremtmt, teachers of MD students targeted the need for bet-
ter communication whh administrators and regular educators regarding
the placement of their students into less restrictive environments as a top
priority item. If MD students (mild, moderate, or severe) are to be suc-
cessfully mainstreamedlintegrated into regular education classrooms/en-
vironments, mote effective ways for bridging communicadon across the
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Table 4.6
Desirable and Undesirable Aspects of the Work

Environment: Teachers of MD Students
N = 82

List three aspects of your job
that you like

If you could change aspects of the
environment in which you work, what

would these changes be?
Rank Item Frequency Percent Rank Item Frequency Percent

1 Interacfion with
students

62 76% 1 Improve physical
environmerd

27 33%

2 Evidence o: student
progress

38 46% 2 More adr inistrative
support

23 28%

3 Interaction with
colleagues

31 38% 3 More cooperation
from regular teachers

11 13%

4 Freedom to
implement

20 24% 4 More planning time 9 g%



disciplines and professional staff must be found. Roles and responsibil-
ities of each educator must be more dearly defined, and procedures and
time lines for implementing transitions must be better articulated. Well-
entrenched attitudes that handicapped MD students are thc sole respon-
sibility of special educators (the "yours" vs. "ours" phenomenon) must
undergo significant change. The lack of administrative support in a vai
ety of areas including the mainstrean.ing/integration process was articu-
lated by over 38 percent of MD teachers responding ;n this survey. As
one teacher succinctly put it, "I wish we had an administrator who puts
as high a priority on s2ecialized programs as he does on talented and
gifted programs."

The teachers of MD students also identified writing IEPs as a very
stressful aspect of their job. This factor, coupled with other priority con-
cerns such as students unmet needs and lack of preparation time, seems
to reflect a sincere desire to design educational programs that weuld
maximally benefit the MD student population. Additionally, the data
indicate that, regardless of the complexity of the sensory, motor, behav-
ioral, or medical situation of students, teachers of MD students clearly
perceived these differences as a major professional challenge and ex-
pressed a strong commitment to design gducational programs that ac-
commodate the unique learning needs of each student. As one teacher
observed, "It is a pleasure to get up in the morning and look forward to
what I consider a pleasant, rewarding profession, knowing that I make a
considerAle difference in the future of each of these youngsters' lives."

Other Studies

In an early study examining teas of satisfaction and dissatisfaction in
teaching among teachers of mentally retarded students as conmsted with
regular educators, Junes found that the kinds of concerns expressed by
speual and regular elementary teachers were not significantly different
(n1). At the secondary level, however, regular teachers saw themselves as
having greater rapport with their colleagues than teachers of MD stu-
dents. The greatest difference between the two groups appeared in the
cited of curricular issues. \X'hen special educators are in a regular school,

Junes suggests that they often see themselves as having lower status with-
in the school hierarchy and that regular teachers have little understand-
ing of or appreciation for what they do. Professional morale is greatly
improved when other special educators are present and the building
principal is sensitive to the unique problems of the teachers of mentally
deficient students.
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Conclusion

Teachers of MD students du not want regular educators and special-
ized support staff to operate on the assumption that only the former are
responsible for designing and providing an educational environment for
their students. Respondents to the authors' .iurvey were rather adamant
in stressing the necessity fur more administrative support, particularly in
the successful fulfillment of the mainstreaming component of PL
94-142. Teachers of MD students do not want their classrooms to be-
come "isolated islands," nui do they want their students to become dis-
enfranchised from the overall educational environment. These teachers
stressed the need fui bridging the gap between regular and special edu-
cation, thereby prov:ding more opportunities for their students to be in-
tegrated with "regular" students in as many curricular/extracurricular ar-
eas as possible.

Lastly, teachers of MD students were somewhat distressed by the over-
whelming volume of paperwork involved i providing appropriate :earn-
ing environments for their students. They also expressed conceiii about
lack of parental support. It was very clear, however, from the authors'
survey, , that these teachers very much enjoyed the challenges or working
with MD students and derived job satisfaction from seeing their student,c
make academic and social progress.

JOB STRESS AND TEACHERS
OF THE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

Although this monograph focuses mainly un jub stressots experienced
by teachers of MD, LD, and BD students, the authors believe that many
of the problems discussed in Chapter 4 are also relevant to educators who
work with students who are physkally handicapped. Among the com-
mon stress provokers fur all special educators would be IEPs, emissions of
inappropriate student behavior, slow rates of social and academic pro-
gress, and frustrating relationships with regular educators and colleagues.
Unlike children with mild handicaps who evidence no visible indicators
of special needs, however, the physical disability handicap is readily ap-
parent to other children and educators.

Special educator: who work with severely and profoundly handi-
capped, cerebral-palsicd, and other chi:dren experiencing physical dis-
abilities may have additional stressors that might be somewhat unique
for example, locumotiun and speech. Many physically handkapped stu-
dents may be confined to wheelchairs, while others may have difficulty
in walkinL Frequentl, educators are required to assist them by engaging
in large amounts of lifting, pulling, or pushing. Clearly, all routines and
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transitions become much more complicated. Simply going out to recess
with eight nonambulatory students can be a major challenge. In these
instances, it is crucial that educational and recreational facilities be
adapted to meet the physical needs of these students. Elevators, ramps,
and abundant support staff can do much to abate stress. In addition,
communication caz present some special challenges if students are
nonverbal.

Lastly, we would imagine that professionals working with severely
physically and multiply handicapped students may at times have to be
extremely patient with regard to student progress. While special educa-
tors in general may be frustrated by the slow gains manifested by their
students, this situation may be intensified for those working with stu-
dents who present multiple handicaps.

Whereas much of thc discussion in this monograph has a distinct rela-
tionship to thc special educator working with physically handicapped
students, there might be much merit in additional writings and research
that focus specifically on professionals who work with these students on a
daily basis in a number of settings, some integrated and some not.

JOB STRESS AND RURAL SPLCIAL EDUCATORS

The problems discussed thus far become even more hazardous for pro-
fessional health when we consider the unique challenges faced by rural
educators. Three factors tend to place rural special educators at risk with
regard to job stress.

First, Were is the numbing reality that results from geographic and
psychological isolation. In addition to working with all categories of spe-
cial-aeeds students, the rural special educator is often required to make
frequent visits to various school buildings, buildings that are often at op-
posite ends of thc district. Furthermore, working in an isolated setting
means that an important link to role clarification and job satisfaction
collegial networks with other staff membersis often lacking. This
would be an especially acute situation for first-year special educators who
desperately need socializing experiences and the sharing of pedagogical
insights.

Second, lural special eeucators may wurk with large numbers of stu-
dents of varying ages. This factor, coupled with the mix of LD, BD, and
MD students in une classroom environment, may present serious prob-
lems with respect to classroom management and the successful delivery
of individual education programs. Unfortunately, the contemporary situ
ation portrayed here bears little resemblance to the one-room school-
house with its images of peer tutoring and cooperative support systems.

A third factor contributing to the stress of rural special educators is the
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overall lack of accessibility to resources that are critical to successful job
performarce These resources include support personnel, thc availability
of curricular materials, and the prcsence of adaptive technology and
equipment The major impcdiment tr, accessibility, of course, is geo-
graphic isolation For example, in order to obtain necessary materials, ru-
ral special educators may have to travel Lonsiderabk distances to gain in-
put about contemporary technology and innovative Lurricular materials.
The distance factor also makes it diffv.-Ailt for support personnel to visit
their classrooms It is not difficult to envision a scenario where it would
be distinctly advantageous for the rural special educator to be an assertive
individual who champions mainstreaming, lobbies hard for the integra-
tion of special-needs students into !east restrktive environments, and
makes frequent demands for supplies and equipment. All this is often
done without the help of a support team or ancillary personnel.
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5. ORGANIZATIONAL/PERSONAL
STRATEGIES FOR COPING WITH STRESS

INTRODUCTION

The teachers who remain special educators for a considerable number
of years have probably become very adept at managing job-related stress.
It is reasodable to surmise that these experienced teacherc have found
suitable outlets and activities to defuse the frustrations of the everyday
world of work.

As part of our study focusing on special educators and job stress, the
authors investigated ways these teachers Loped with job stress. We select-
ed a Q-sort format with 16 cells (62) to aid in identifying stress-coping
mechanisms. We requested participants to rank the 16 stratcgies for
dealing with stress, ranging from items perceived as "mczt like me" to
those perceived as "least like me."

This chapter discusses organizational strategies for developing effective
walitions amung school staff, as well as individual initiatives, to reduce
job-related stress. Chapter 6 presents a detailed analysis of 10 strategies
that individuals can use to cope with stress.

THE DATA BASE

Since there were many similarities in the ways in which teachers of
LD, BD, and MD students responded to the Q-sort instrument, the re-
sults are reviewed as a composite of all three student populations.

In terms of the overall research sample (set Table 5.1), the respon-
dents identified the use of humor as the most prominent strategy for
dealing with job-related stress, they also identified focusing on one's ac-
wmplishmentsemphasis on positivesas a preferred strategy. A third
wping strategy by special educators in general was active participation in
a variety uf hubbies, specifically activities that are unrelated to the every-
day responsibilities uf the teaching prof.:ssion. Additional activities such
as lesson planning, exercise, and reading were seen as "like me" ways of
handling job stress.

The strategies lea...t frequently used by special educators to alleviate
stress in the workplace were late arrival at work, thoughts about leaving
the profession, confrontation with other staff members, and joining a
support group. Other Loping mechanisms seldom identified by respon
dents to combat stress included complaining to administrators and super
visors, yelling at students, and overeating/overdrinking.
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Table 5.1
We.vs of Dealing with Job-Related Stress by

Tmchers of LE:), BD, and MD Students

Special
Education
Population

Most
Litie Me

Very Much
Like Me Like Me Undecided Unlike Me

Very Much
Unlike Me

Most
Unlike Me

BD Teachers Laugh/humor Hobbies
Focus on

accomplish-
ments

Read
Plan
Solicit

positive
comments

Overeat
Ventilate
frustration

Exercise
Leave
profession

Complain to
adminis-
tration

Support
group

Use punitive
measures

Yell at
students

Arrive late

Confmnt
other staff
members

LD Teachers Focus on
accomplish-
ments

Hobbies
Laugh/humor

Exercise
Read
Yelt at

students

Support
group

Flan
Solicit

positive
comments

Use punitive
controls

Complain to
adminis-
tration

Vel.tilate
frustra;n

Leave
profession

C)nfront
other staff
members

Overeat

Arrive law

MD Teachors Laugh/humor Read
Focus on
accomplish-
ments

Plan
Hobbies
Exercise

Yell at
students

Cvereat
Ventilate

frustrafion
Solicit

positive
comments

,

Confront
other staff
members

Support
group

Use punitive
measures

Arrive late
Complain to

adminis-
trafion

Leave
profession



DISCUSSION OF SURVEY RESULTS

A major theme emerging from these data is that special educators em-
ploy a variety of positive techniques for dealing with job stress such as
humor, focusing on professional success experiences, and enjoying hob-
bies. Special educators, however, appear to be reluctant to confront other
staff members and building;district adminisuaturs about aspects of their
work that they find distressing or problematic. And, unlike the results of
some other studies (63), it was refreshing to note that a .najority of these
teachers indicated that leaving the profession was a not-like-me" choice
in the Q-sort format.

The fact that special educators in this sample did not see themselves as
active cc.nfronters with respect to problem areas related to jub stress is an
interesting finding. According to the data presented in Chapter 4, a pri-
mary concern reported by teachers of LD, BD, and MD students was the
lack of professional dialogue and support from other members of the
professional cummunity with whom they work in close proximi., . regular
teachers, specialized support staff, and administrators. This lack of col-
laboration can seriously ',eupardize the spirit of mainstreaming and can
have serious effects un students with special learning problems. Ways of
enhancing team cohesiveness and techniques for bridging communica-
tion across diss ;olines need to be identified so that a more effective inter-
disciplinary orientation toward exceptionalities may be taken.

It was also interesting to note that special educators in the Dedrick/
Raschke research sample did nut identify support groups as a way of cop-
ing with job stress. One would suspect that this particular group of
teachers has become accustomed tu professional isolation from one an-
other and may resort tu individual self-help strategies before engaging in
gr, p-type structures. It does seem reasonable, however, that if a team-
ing effort is critical tu providing appropriate services for exceptic al chil-
dren, then special and regular educaturs need to bridge differences and
seek out cummun missions. The notion of a building support group
would have special relevance for first-year special educators who clearly
need a mentor and fur well-seasuned veterans why might benefit from
the vim and vigor exhibited by the junior faculty.

OTHER STUDIES

When Johnson, Guld, and Vickers askeci special educators to list activ-
ities they found beneficial in guarding against stress, six items they rated
relatively high were. (I) exercise programs, (2) outdoor recreation, (3)
confiding in a significant tither, (4) setting realistic goals, (5) self-sup-
putt, and (6) peer support (64). These items were not ranked in any par-
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ticular order Most of them arc self-initiatives but at least rwo emphasize
the importance of the role that other peoplesignificant others and col-
leaguesplay in maintaining a healthy posture to withstand the chal-
lenges presented by working with exceptional children. Three other sug-
gestions mentioned by these researchers were time management,
rJrnmunication skills, and the ability to resolve potentially explosive sit-
uations The last item would undoubtedly focus on conflict resolution
strategies.

Dunham emphasized that staff "working groups--meeting on a reg-
ular basis to consider agenda items of mutual concernwere a good ve-
hicle for increasing skills of interprofessional communication and cooper-
ation (65) Since spedal educators in the authors' survey frequently
mentioned specialized services and regular educators as major sources of
stress, it seems logical to conclude that if mainstreaming is to be success-
ful, professionals who represent different areas of expertise must work to-
gether to provide optimal learning environments for all children, includ-
ing those who have exceptional needs.

Schwab. Jackson, and Shuler presented some comprehensive strategies
to reduce burnout caused by factors such as role conflict and ambiguity,
a cense of powerlessness, low collegiality, and minimal participation in
decision making (66). These included

1 Establishing clear lines of authority and responsibihty
2 Soliciting teacher input for decision making
3 Facditating social support groups

Involving staff in the selection process
5 Involving teacherc in the evaluator' process by providing opportu-

nities for goal setting and self-evaluation
6 Encouraging rnentordlg relationships betvdeen veteran faculty and

beginning teachers

NH six strategies emphasize the importance of a collegial working envi-
ronment in which special educators feel they are instrumental in making
decisions that directly affect them. To help bridge the alleged gap be-
tween regular and special educators, it would seem essential that each
teacher have a clear understanding of the nature of his/her roles and
functions With regard to a smoothly functioning school environment,
the building administrator is definitely the key. This indivikal can al-
low for participatory decision making by enhancing the ownership teach-
ers have in maintaining a productive, professionally satisfying school en-
vironment The idea of teachers having a voice in selecting new teachers
as well as i., establishing a bond bctween experienced and beginning
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teachers makes good sense because these acthities directly contribute to
staff morale.

Although it is often diffkult to implement organizational change con-
cerning working hours, planning periods, teacher assistants, and student-
teachet ratio, Weiskupf offers nine practical suggestions for reducing the
amount of stress teachers experience on a personal level (67).

1 Know in advance what the job requires in terms of emotional
demands

2. Set reahstic goals for yourself and your students.

3 Delegate routine work to volunteers or aides.

4 Avoid becoming isolated from other staff members.

5 Break up the direct contact with students through team teaching,
learning centers, etc.

6 Remain intellectually active off the lob

7 Engage in physical exercise

8 Interject newness and vanety to offset routine whde on the job.

9. Participate en hobbies and actties not directly related to the job.

Some of -.1.iese suggctions are also dealt with more thoroughly in Chap-
ter 6.

Investigating why some teachers burn out and others du not, Holt,
Fine, and Tollefson found that teachers experiencing high stress and
high burnout tended to cope with stress by using passhe strategies, such
as venting frustration on others (68). Addr- nall, teachers in this group
tended to be in pour physical health, alien,. 1 themselves from others,
and demonstrated an external locus of con. Teachers in the high
stress, low burnout group used more active strategies such as hu-
mor and inwhement in a hubby . They were generally healthier as a
grout and had a more internal locus of control. These resear tiers high-
lighted three u%erall factors that seem to contribute to stress tardiness.
(I) commitment and inwhement in many aspects of one's life, (2) the
acceptance of change as a reality of life, and (3) the belief that one can
control the course of events in one's life. These three factors seem to be
integral aspects of personality that may be significantly shaped by events
experienced in the formatice years of life. Indeed, many of these charac-
teris-ics could be representathe of the individual's philosophy toward life
in general. If the areas of commitment, challenge, and control are crucial
for deNeloping the toughness to ride through high-stress days, then per-
haps more courses at the pre professional level and more workshops at
the professional le%el should be designed to help special educators devel-
op an orientation toward life that emphasizes an internal lows of
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openness to new experiences, and full involvement in private and profes-
sional activities.

Focusing on organizational strategies that could be used to prevent or
reduce the incidence of burnout, Gold offered several suggestions, some
of which rely heavily on the abilities and sensitivities of administrative
staff:

1 Implementing a level of challenge and stimulation for creativity on
a continuous level.

Providing direction, attainable goals, and programs which enable
fulfillment for individuals and the institution.

3 Encouraging mentors for junior faculty members during the first
years of their academic career.

4 Rewarding those who have made a significant contribution.
5 Providing assistance where needed to encourage faculty toward

greater creativity and productivity.
6 Encouraging administrators to support and challenge faculty

endeavors.

7 Providing faculty with increased levels of respect, security, author-
ity. (69, p. 144)

Many of these suggestions have a direct relationship to previous discus-
sions concerning job satisfaction. The variables that increase our sense of
competence and achievement contribute to our professional self-worth.
In addition, it is important for teachers to be acknowledged within the
organizational structure for a job well done.

CONCLUSION

The data from the authors' researcl with teachers of LD, BD, and MD
students, coupled with the Endings of the studies discussed in this chap-
ter, provide some valuable insights into ways to offset job stress. Three
themes seem to appear throughout the literature base.

First, there is a clear indication that to offset job stress and enhance
professional satisfaction it is important that sp...cial educators have a keen
sense of job autonomy. This does not mean that they work in isolation
from other educatorson the contrary. It does mean, however, that
within the confines of the resource room, etc., the teacher is in charge. It
also means that teachers have reasonable authority in the design of cur-
ricular materials since this is a fundamental area of their instructional
expertise.

The second theme is organizational involvement. This means that spe-
cial educators need to be given opportunities to voice their opinions, at
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umes expressing professional grievances. Such opportunities should occur
in a dimate free from retaliation and petty bureaucracy. Several of the
studies un teacher burnout allude to the special educator's sense of isola
non within the school hierarchy. These educators need to see themselves
as integral i.omponents of the school environment with channels open to
express professional concerns.

The third theme is the instrumental rule that colleagues play in main-
taining a work environment that ideally emphasizes collegiality and shar-
ing of resources. Since staffings and teamings are realities for special edu-
cators, providing them with experiences that increase possibilities for
open communication and decrease barriers to cooperation seems impor-
tant. It is also important that colleagues get together every now and then
to reinforce each oth -r for a job well done.
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6. PREVENTIVE AND REMEDIAL
STRATEGIES FOR COPING WITH STRESS

INTRODUCTION

"Beware! Teaching special education may be hazardous to your
health Perhaps this statement should be typed in bold red ink on all
special education teaching certifications. The unique demands of the
special educational professional lay the groundwork for stress and burn-
out to take its toll. Unquestionably, those who work with special-needs
students face extra responsibilities and pressures. Let's look at the follow-
ing questions:

Do you often feel overworked and underpaid?
Do you have 10 ot more hours of paperwork overdue and in need
of completion?
Do you have five or more meetings with parents, teachers, or ad-
minisuatots schedukd before ot aftet school during the next week?
Do you feel aliciiated from the school in which you teach, from
your regular education colleagues, or from the administration?
Are you ovedy exhausted, irritable, or depressed at the end of the
school day?

If your answer to one or more of these question& is yes, you are a teacher
under stress and you may be a candidate for burnout.

In order to cope with stress effectively, it is extremely important that
special educators complete a self-inventory to target specific stress con-
tributors, KNOWING ONESELF in terms of what produces tension and
what produces relaxation is crucial. Chart 6.1 displays some common
sources of stress as well as indexes of ownership. Recognizing these
sources can help special educators implement appropriate preventative
and remedial strategies. On Chart 1, identify the degree to which each
of a variety of variables is contributing to your stress. Rate each cf these
10 sources of stress on a scale of 1-3-3 denotes a high degree of stre 2
a modeiate degree of stress, 1 a manageable degree of stress. Once these
specific variables are identified, the next step is to determine problem
ownership. This entails pinpointing who owns the problem and the de-
gree to which self, other teachers, support staff, administrators, parents,
and the community contribute to the situation.
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Chart 6.1
Stress

Sources of
Burnout for
the Special
Educator

Self-Rating* Ownership (Who Owns the Problem)**

Degree
of Stress Community Parents

Admin-
istrators

Professional
Support

Staff
Other

Teachers Self

Work over-
load

Little support

Not appre-
ciated

Unrealistic
expectations

Lack of
growlh

Isolation

Job demands

Powerless-
ness

Student
behavior

Peer
relationships

'For set atiny, usy cl, tx,ale ut 1 3.3 deriutes a nigh degree ot stress, 2 a moderate degree ot stress, 1 a mariageaoie degree ot stress.
Scoring 10-17 = mildly stressed, 18-25 = moderately stressed: 26-30 = severely stressed.

' 'For each source of burnout, indicate problem ownership with an X in the appropriate column(s),
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NEGATIVE ATTITUDES AND SELF-FULFILL1NG PROPHECIES

Clearly, special educators do not have control over many of the vari-
ables impacting their workday. However, attitude and the unique man-
nei in which each person conceptualizes a problem play a crucial role in
problem resolution. The proverbial water glass described as "half full-
or "half empty" exemplifies such a phenomenon.

Many teachers go to school each day anticipating -gloom and doom"
in their encounters with the students with whom they work. After all,
"unpredktabilitr is probably the single best descriptor of most specu,'
education classrooms. Fur teachers of students with special needs, it is
ery easy to articulate a pessimistic orientation when routines and activi-

ties rarely go as planned day after day. Unfortunately, negative expecta-
tions Lan nohe into self-fulfilling prophecies. When one begins to an-
ticipate and expeu that the worst will haprn, it often does. Let's look
at some of the characteristics of teachers who are taught up in the
"Latch-em'-being-naughty" cycle. Do you know a special educator who
does any of the following:

Repeatedly criticizes a student's behavior in front of other students?
Regularly punishes the group for the actions of a few?
Ignores the good things students do?
Expects students to do their worst in any given situation?
Encourages students to tattle on each other?
Emphasizes competitive activities so that there arc always losers?

Research has demonstrated the tremendous Nalue in the special educa-
n classroom of Latching students behaNing appropriately, rather than

focusing on inappropriate behaviors. In fact, a 4 to 1 ratio is targeted as
all indicatx of effective teachingthat is, Latching students behaving at
four times the rate they are caught misbehaving (70). The "criticism
trap" may be described as -flypaper- to alloid, the teacher's attention
And time should be awarded to those engaging in appropriate behaviors
rathe than to those misbehaving. For special education tea_hers, avoid-
ing the critkism trap is a major challenge. Unfortunately, because of the
ery nature of the students with whom they work, focusing on inappro-
priate behaNiors often becomes extremely easy. After all, many of these
students haNe been placed in special education classrooms as a result of
their high rate of inappropriate behaNior. A good rule to follow to avoid
the criticism trap is to

Let the misbehavior of one student be your cue
to reinforce another student exhibiting the alter-
native desirable response

P2
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All teachers clearly feel better about themselves and their teaching if
they can avoid the aiticism trap. Making an effort to catch each student
engaging in a desirable activity at least once each day is a laudable goal
It is amazing how much better teachers can feel about themselves when
they enthusiastically deliver positive encouragement to others.

The remainder of this chapter describes 10 specific strategies that
teachers can use to manage the stress in their lives and to avoid burnout

STRESS MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

As long as stress-producing conditions exist, it will be necessary for
educators to find ways to avoid burnout. Just as there are many causes
and sources of stress, so are there many prevention and intervention
strategies to combat it. Some are constructive approaches that emphasize
a healthy orientationfur example, maintaining diet and exercise. Oth-
ers are destructivefor example, overeating or venting frustrations on
students.

To overcome the ill effects of distress, the most important thing teach-
ers can do is to take charge of their own lives. Following arc 10 proactive
and constructive approaches teachers Lan use to reduce stress and preserve
their teaching effectivenessdiet and exercise, relaxation techniques, so-
cial support systems, goal betting, creative problem solving, time man-
agement, networking, self-talk, stroking, and GTMs.

Diet and Exercise

Not only does a nourishing diet kccp the bcdy fit to resist stress bet-
ter, but current research indicates that there are direct links between
what people eat and the way the} feel emotionally (71). The following
dietary and exercise guidelines Ale recommended for stress reduction:

Avoid foods with artificial additwes, flavonngs, and colonngs (72)

Avoid excessive use of hquor and caffeine. Caffeine used in excess
produces byfriptoms that are indistinguishable from anxiety neurosis
because of its harmful effect on the central nervous system (73).

Avoid faddish diets and quick weight loss programs. These pro-
grams can be hazardous to your health (741 Long-term weight loss
is maintained by regular exercise and good eating habits

Avoid smoking altogether if yOU possibly can It is dangerous to
your health (75)

Change some ot your eating habits to reduce your intake of saturat
ed fat, processed sugar, cholesterol, and salt. These foods have



been linked to various diseases induding cancer, heat disease, dia-
betes, and hypertension (76).

Get some form of daily exercise. Walking, jogging, or some other
kind of active exercise will help dissipate the tension after a tough
day in the classroc,71 (77).

Diet and physical fitness are two important aspects of the teacher's
daily life Look at the Diet and Physkal Fitness Questionnaires that fol-
low and rate yourself. Ansvder each item yes or nu. Then use the rating
scale to determine what kind of shape you are in. The more yes responses
you provided, the bettet equipped your body is to cope with stress.

Relaxation Techniques

Many standard stress reduuion techniques such as yoga, meditation,
and self-hypnosis are very effective (78). Biofce Thad; techniques have
also been helpful in "!3 ....ing individual symptoms (79). There arc some
relatively inexpensive tools on the commercial market today that arc de-
signed to give feedback about an individual's relative stress levels. Exam-
ples include stress dots (Mindbody, Inc., 50 Maple Place, Manhasset, NY
11030 [516-365-722], and stress meters (Conscious Living Foundation,
P 0 Box 9, Drain, OR 97435 [503-836-23581). Additional resources
such as Stmtured Exercises in Strew Management, Volumes 1, 2, and 3
(80, 81, 82), provide teachers with a vast array of relaxation techniques.

Other techniques for reducing tension and stress arc described in the
literature One specific technique, "thought halting, can be effective
,vhen teachers find .:ieniselvcs besieged by counterproductive or negative
Ckoughts This technique requires thc individual to simply listen to an
inner voice that yells 'stop or to couple the command with a visual im-
age of a stop sign Such a momentary pause cnables the individud to re-
group and rechannel thoughts along a more constructive avenue (83).

Another technique, "'thematic imagery,- has also been found effec-
tive in stress reduction (84). Using this technique, individuals take them-
selves on guided journeys filled with v isions of relaxed environments.
The following is an example:

Position your body so yOu are sitting comfortably in your chair. Let
y Our eyelids fall sluMy until toey are closed. Take several deep breaths
of air Let go of any tightness in your forehead. Le'. your jaw relax. No-
tice whether there is any tension in your shoulders, and let it go. Con-
tinue relaxing your body and enjoying that warm comfortaJle feeling.
You are on a quiet, sunny beach. The ocean waves softlj splash
against the shore You can smell the breeze. The sand feels warm and
good A fresh breeze of air bounces across your face. All feelings of
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Diet Questionnaire

Answer each question yes or no.

1. Do you generally feel energetic?

2. Can you run up a short flight of stairs without becoming out
of breath?

3. Do you exercise for 20 minutes. three times a week?

4. After running in place for three minutes, is your pulse rate
less than 120 beats per minute?

5. Can you hold your breath for 45 seconds?

6. Can you do 20 sit-ups?

7 Can you walk a mile at a fast pace without becoming ex
hausted?

8 When you pinch your waistline, is the skin fold an inch or
less?

TOTAL

Physical Fitness Questionnaire

Answer each question yes or no

1 Does your weight fall in the normal range?

2 Do you eat balanced meals?

3 Do you avoid excessive use of alcohol, coffee, or tobacco',

4 Do you eat some breakfast every day?

5 Do you drink six to eight glasses of water a day?

6 Do you eat healthy snack foods daily?

7 Does your diet contain roughage each day?

8 Do you avoid excessive use of sweets?

TOTAL

Give yourself 1 point for each yes response Compare your total score in
each area with the following rating scale

8-7 = A great shape'
6-5 = Very good
4-3 = Satisfactory
2-1 = Poor

0 = Need immediate attention
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tightness and muscle constrictions in your body ate beginning to van-
ish. (85)

Imagery exercises have been demonsuated to Alta physiological responses
as well as to modify emotions (86).

Frogreive relaxation is a technique that helps promote deep relax-
ation. It Lan be extremely benefkial if done before school begins, at
lunch, ot aftet Aniving huine. The exercise described below takes five to
ten minutes.

1. Takc 10 slow, deep breaths. Each time you breathe out imagine
that you are relaxing.

2. Think first of your scalp. Wiggle it, now relax it. Feel the tingly
sensation it produces on your head.

3. Now think of your face muscles and relax them. Let all the ten-
sion go.

4. Raise your shoulders slightly. Lower them slowly and exhale at
the same time. As they lower, feel yourself relaxing more com-
pletely. Your neck, shoulders, and chest are relaxed.

5. Thh relaxed feeling spreads down your arms to your fingers.
Your fingers are without tension. They are heavy.

6. With each breath you become more and more relaxed. Take
five slow deep breaths.

7. Now relax your abdominal section. These muscles become very
relaxed.

8. Breathe in and, as you do, tighten the muscles in your legs. As
you exhale, relax yc-ur legs. There is a pleasant feeling over your
entire body.

9. Raise your toes, but only slightly because you are so relaxed.
Now let them go down.

10. Feel the calmnes ovet yout entire body. NI') tension remains.
Just enjoy it. Allow youtself a few minutes ju.,; to enjoy this re-
laxed, pleasant state.

Social Support Systems

Everyone needs to have contact with others in some mutually support-
ive way. The claim -I Lan handle this myself often leads to additional
isolation, and isolation Lan intensify stress. Reaching ollt to others who
may be experiencing the same stressors Lan provide comfort. Good open-
ers when seeking support fluff' colleagues include statements such as, "I
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was wondering if you Lou ld give mc some fecdbaik as to why I might be
feeling su overwhelmed," ur What kinds of things du you du to relieve
this mounting stress and tension?"

Some teaLhers lad: systems that are adequate for sharing the thoughts,
feelings, and aLtions that are part of normal human behavior. Learning
tu expand and use support systems and develop teihniques for reducing
feelings of isobtion is essential. Some ways of do;ng this follow.

Get involved with ur form a support group within the district.
School Lounselurs and psyLhologists ate exiellent sources uf support
and can help identify alternative support groups.

Identify others who enjoy similar interests and hobbies that are un-
related to teaLhing. Join a bridge dub or partiLipate in a joggers'
group.

Take a short Lourse in an area of interest that appeals to you. Vow
to yourself that you will attempt tu Lultivate one new friendship
with someone in the group.

Some teachers haLe adequate support systems but fail to use them suf
fiLiently. This Lan leave them without the interpersonal feedback so es-
sential to personal growth. SuLh thoughts as "I don't want to bothe,
her" or "He has enough problems" can prevLnt the use of a suppe.,
system. One way to minimize the fear of oLertaxing others is to foLu, on
lighter, perhaps more humorous, topks. The silly thing Johnn; id"
or "the ridkulous look on Mary's Lie" Lan provide the impetus f )r a
good ehutkle. Laughing with others can be therapeutic.

Goal Setting

Some teaLhers experienLe stress as a result of failing to attain goals
that, praitkally speaking, were not attainable from the scan. When set-
ting goals. teaLhers should Llearly identify what they want to allomplish
and realistkally assess their Ability to math those gu-.:s. They should not
unw ittingly pLin for failure. Inc goal-setting Lheddist that follows Lon-
taie.s items known to be useful and effeitive in helping teathers aihieve
at their mnimum potential.
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Goal-Setting Checklist for Teaching Expectations

Answer each question yes. sometimes, or no.

1 Do you set short term goE.,:s that may oe accomplishclid dai-
ly. as well as long-term goals that may take considerably
longer periods of time to accomplish?

2 Do you, .thort-term goals target small inciemental gains de-
picting realishc learner outcomes?

3 Are your goals realistic in targeting accomphshments that
can be achieved?

4 Do you state your .7,oals in a positive framework targeting
what you will do rather than what you will not do?

5 Do you set a time frame for evaluating your goals to deter-
mine progress being made?

6 Do you have a checkhst of items to provide a tangible, visi-
ble permanent product of what you have accomplished?

7 Do you set up a positive reward for yourself woen you have
made a major accomplishment?

8 Do you review accomplishments that have accrued as fre-
quently as you review goals that need to be add:essed?

9 Do you share your goals and accomplishments with a col-
league or peer?

10 Do yOU have a folder containing accomplishments and
goals achieved that you can quickly review when you expe-
nence an extremely frustrating day?

The mo,e "yes" and "sometimes" responses you provided, the more
likdy you are to foci,. on positive accomplishments rather than on dismal
failures.

Creative Problem Solving

When a problem or dilemma arisrs, it is extremely irnponant to ap-
proach it whh an Opcn mind and creatively generate alternatives, each of
whkh might be selected as 4 solution. Idenufying the pros and cons of
each alternative ca. be a valuable exercise in narrowing down the options
availabk and selecting the one that has the highest probability of suc-
cess Manally , and unconsciously, people go through this cognitive exer-
cise daily as they make routine dedsions. What to wear, which reading
group to take first. etc.. art simple dilemmas teachers typically resolve
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without using a more overt systematic probleni-so!. ing orientation. The
more solutions that can be generated initially, the greater the menu from
which to select a solution. Using the immediate environment and re-
sources v., help Sok e a problem is, of course, the ideal situation. For ex-
ample, one teacher recently described a most creative way in which she
handled some of the excessive paperwork accumulating on her desk.

Overwhelmed with the task of designing a questionnaire surveying
fatuity and staff on a particular issue, this creative teacher decided to in-
volve her students in the activity She explained her mission to them and
solicited their help. After dis iding the students into small groups, she
asked each group to develop five questions addressing a specific topic for
the survey. Then she compiled the questions from each group and re-
fined the completed questionnaire. When the questionnaires were (Arm-
pkted faculty and staff, the students were involved in tabulating the
results and formulating the rewmrnendations. The teacher indicated that
not only did she accomplish the dreade mission that had been adminis-
tratively, assigned to her, but her students gained a great deal from the
project. Not only did they learn the ardiments of doigning a question-
naire and tabulating the .oults. but they learned how parts fit together
to make up a whole, the value of diversified labor, and how each per-
son's part is important to the outcome of the whole.

This teacher took what appeared to be an overwhelming task, creative-
ly addressed solutions for accomplishing it, and constructively involved
her students in activities to achieve the ends. In short, the teacher who
felt she was dealt lemons simply made lemonade

Time Aznagement

Teachers frequently fed overwhelmed by too much to do and too lit-
tle time in which to du it. Good time management skills Lan be benefi-
cial in reducing these stresses. As Sisley indicates, The goal of time
management is to maximize productwn capabilities and minimize the
time you I.N.aste (87. p. 75). Thus. ,he mission of the special educator is
to get as much necessary and important work done as quickly anc; with as
link stress as possible. Cohen and Hart-Hester have identified the fol-
lowing keys in effective time management (88):

Make a list of matters needing attention and rank order the ftern., ac-
cording to their importance and deadline.; As an Item is accom-
phshed check it off

Design a work area for yourself in the classrspom that is isolated from
others An ideal area faces tv"io blank ,Nalls that can easily be parti-
tioned by a divider
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Develop forms for speeding up and recording notes on confer-
ences observations meeting times, and teaching suggestions. us-
ing this format, you need only fill in the preestablished blanks
Perform tasks that require similar materials and resources at one sit-
ting This reduces the amount of time wasted shuffling papers and
files Establshing priorities in a systematic fashion and clearly dehn-
eating accomplishments can yield a renewed sense of self-worth
and self-control

Redirect sidetracked meetings by ras.rig a question that will gain
everyone s attentior and refocus the discussion Valuable time is fre-
quently wasted in meetings

When asked where the time went. many special educators are unable
to target how they spent the 480 minutes scheduled for the typical work-
day Further. many special educators find that their total week comtsts
entirely of work or work-related activities, little time is sct aside for recre-
ational or relaxing activities. A systematic approach to time analysi, is
one viable solution that can help these teachers see how they arc spend-
ing their waking hours. The Time Allocation Chart that follows is de-
signed to help teachers target thr actual hours spent in various activities
each day (Column A) More importantly. teachers need to identify the
desired number of hours to be allo.ated for the various activities (Col-
umn B) Clearly, the greater the discrepancy bcrtween columns A and B
tColumn C). the greater the degree of job stress experienced by rhe spe-
cial educator rdatcd to time-management strategies.

Once the teacher can identify areas of significant discrepancy between
actual and cleired time allocations, plans for adjusting imbalances can
be made and goals established Additionally. ways to facilitate the ad-
justment of time allocations need to be brainstormed, options evaluated,
and plans for action operationahzed

Networking

Working with the significant others in students' lives can generate a
reserwir of resources to tap as needed in emergency situations (89, 90).
Such a network consists of individuals who have had previous contact
with the student and a general interest in his or her well-being. For ex-
ample, a juvenile delinquent's support system might consistof a parole
officer, a minister, a school counselo:, a parent, a relativcra school psy-
chologist a teacher. and an interested neighbor. Networking consists of
pulling together these significant others and collectively forming a plan
of action to provide direction and support for a needy young person. It is
a valuable tool in stress reduction, for it provides teachers the backup
support so desperately needed in crisis situations. With a network in
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Time Allocation Analysis

Write the number of hours you actually spend each day on each activity in
Column A and the number of hours yOu would iike to spend each day on
each activity in Column B Then subtr, ..ie figure in Column B from the fig
ure in Column A and write the difference in Column C.

i

A B ' C
--T--

D
1-- .... __.1

Actual Desired Discrepancyi Activities
-4- ...

1---

Hours spent in direct instruction daily

Hours spent in school meetings. confer-
ences etc

Hours spent in planning daily class activities

Hours spent on paperwork (e g IEPs.
lesson plans)

Hours spent on school-related activities
at home

Hours devoted to home responsibilities

Hours spent with family and friends

Hours engaged in some physical activ!ty

Hours spent on yourself (e g hobbies
alone tim--4

place. rather than feeling they are fighting the battk alone, teachers can
gain genuine comfort in the thought that We're all in this together.

Additional lc, special educators need to identify and utilize all avail-
abk human resources to their maximum potential. The extra time to
train a teacher assistant or a secretary to hap& some additional responsi-
bilities Ill,t4 indeed be ccorthcchile. Training students or parent colun-
tee rs as dassrouin aides can result in greatly increased instructional time
ccii:wut increasing the teacher's %cork load. Students can also help each
other e%ith instructional acticities. Peer tutoringstudents helping each
other cc ich schookork and sharing strategies for remembering informa-
tion can he an cAtremely useful educational tool. It can help to reduce
the strain of too much to do and too little time to do it in for the
teacher

Many special edikators art unaware of the professional support per-
sonnel availabk to help them assess, program, insttuct, and ecaluate spe-
cial needs students Consequently, they are not adequately utilizing
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these staff members and are unaware of help that may be readily avail-
able The following is a list of staff and services available to most special
educators:

A. School Psychologist F. Social Worker
B. Physical Therapist G. Strategist
C. Occupational Therapist H. Nurse
D. Speech Clinician I. Audiologist
E. Consultant

In each of the following nine situations, identify the staff member listed
above who would be the best service provider by placing the appropri-
ate letter in the blank.

1 Susan complains of a stomachache and frequentiy goes to
the bathroom

2 Mark is unable to go downstairs rotating a different foot for
each subsequent step.

3 Sally continues to complain about bad dreams and seems
unduly afraid in a variety of situations

4 Tom is not making any progress whatsoever in reading and
you just don't know what to do,

5 Ricky is having a horrendous time mastering scissors cut-
ting and is not making progress

6 Bill cannot differentiate between the words cut and cat and
multiples of similar words

7 Sammy always talks in a high squeaky voice and you can-
not seem to get him to lower the tone

8 Tammy is having difficulty in her mainstreamed class and
you have exhausted your repertoire of ways to help her

9 Jeff smalls of urine every day, and even though yOu have
talked to him and implemented a motivational system,
things just are not improving

Key 1 -H, 2-B 3-A 4-E, 5-C. 6-I, 7-D, 8-G, 9-F

Using a support team to help resolve what appear to be unsurmount-
abk obstacles in the classroom can do much tu reduce stress and share re-
sponsiLlity equally among all educational staff members. With regard to
teaching handicapped learners, remember that the whole may indeed be
greqter than the sum of its parts. Use your team!
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SelfTalk

Sometimes it is hatd to pinpoint the cause of stress. When tangible
stress producing agents cannot be identified, it becomes necessary for
teachers to examine how they think and talk to themselvzs about every
day matters. The way in IA hikh individuals talk to themselves can have a
significant impact on how they fed about themsehes. For example, after
failing to meet a targeted goal on time one teacher might think, Next
time I am going to start on the project sooner and not wait till the last
minute.'" Another might say, I never get things completed on time,
I'm just nu good. Clearly the first approach provides direction for fu-
ture actions, while the second labds and condemns the teacher as a fail-
ure. Acknowledging the importance if constructive self-talk is a neees-
sary step in realizing the destructiveness of nqtive self-talk (91).

Positive self-talk can energize the psyche. Teachers should make a
point of identifying at least one positive outcome that ()cults each day
and take credit for that act.omplishment. Surely every teacher can think
back 0% er the day's events and recall at least one gain or one improve-
ment made by a student, even if it appears to be small or insignifkant.
Perhaps Sally wrote her name so that it was legible for the first time, Eric
gave you distinct eye contact even if it was only for five seconds, or Mark
arrived at the resource room on time CN tn if he did not go directly to his
seat. Identifying and targeting successes rather than failures is a key to a
positke attitude. The way in IA hid, teachers think and talk to themsekes
dearly directs and guides their oNert behavior in the classroom.

Research shows that self-talk guides and directs how teachers feel
about themselves (92). Learning to tall; constructively to yourself about
successes and failures can do much to alleviate how you teel and think
about stressors in %our life Examples of umstructive and destructive self-
talk sequences follov.ing positive and negative events appear on the next
page Do anv of thc scenarios sound familiar?

Stroking

Teachers can provide warm strokes to themselves, significant others,
and their students. Strokes may be yerbal messages, gestures, or tangible
objects such as a Fuzzygram (a pleasant narrative that describes an indi-
vidual's recent accomplishments). They are provided on a contingency
basis to others and sdf atter mi ding a goal or accomplishing an objec-
tive. One thing is certain tea hers feel better about themselves when
they give !..trokes to others and as a consequence, they frequently re-
tel. %%arm strokes in reciprocation. This creates a wonderfully positive
cycle that cannot hdp but empower special educators to su«essfully
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Positive Event Constructive Self-Talk
Eric finally succeeds at counting
to 25

At lastl That shows if we just
keep practicing and practicing,
Eric can get it. Next time, when
the task seems so impossible,
rm going to remind myself of
this success.

Destructive Self-Talk
It's about time he got that right. I
was about to give up. He really
is quite retarded and next time I
just won't expect so much. This
is really too demanding.

Negative Event
Mark loses his temper knocks
over furniture, and swears at the
teacher

Constructive Self-Talk

Mark is in this class because he
has emotional outbursts. Togeth-
er we are going to restore the
environment to its original state
and talk about what we can do
instead next hme when he feels
that angry

I can't take this anymore. Mark
needs to be in a residential treat-
ment center. I just can't control
him I'm no good as a teacher

combat the stressors they frequently encounter.
Stockpiling a stroke saings account Lan provide a reservoir of tangible

warm strokes that Lan be drawn from when the going gets rough. Items
tn be stored 'for quick retrieval can include notes of appreciation from
students or parents. ktters of recommendation or commendation or
newspaper dippings about the teacher. Special educators can make a
withdrawal on their stroke savings account when they are feeling de-
pressed. Reviewing the file can provide a significant lift.
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GTMs (Good-to-Myselfs)

These self-given gifts are not connected with any particular perfor-
mance on the part of the teacher, but are simply entinders that the
teacher is a worthy human being and as such deserves as many of the
good aspects A life as anyone else. They need not be mucha long, hot
soak in the tub, a long-distance telephone call to a friend, a special
foodthe nurturing gestures that individuals Lan give to themselves.
GTMs are one way to sustain oneself when in need of encouragement
that is not forthcoming from other sources.

Remember the Contribution You Are Making

Don't forget why you have chosen to be a special education teacher or
a member of a special services staff. Focus on the personal, professional,
and philosophical reasons that give meaning to your working hours.
Keeping your thoughts on the handicapped students you serve, acknowl-
edging yourself for professional accomplishments, and extending empa-
thy to those whom society often rejects Lan help you Lope with an un-
sympathetic prineipal, difficult parents, an inane meeting, or the endless
paperwork that passes through your hands. You are a special person be-
cause of your willingness and dedication to help others who are less
fortunate.

CONCLUSION

As special educators experience stress and burnout, students are affect-
ed in turn. Overstressed teachers think only of the", own survival in the
classroom, the needs of students become secondary. Certainly, yelling at
students, overeating, or arriving late to work are unproductive ways of
dealing with stress.

It is important to realize that stress among special educators is not a
temporary phenomenon that Lan easily be eradicated through a short-
term, cosmetic approach. Teachers must identify for themselves which
techniques to include in their persona: burnout prevention programs,
keeping in mind that each person has a unique conditioning history and
that an effective strategy for one person may not yield positive results for
another.

A proaLtive approach of id-:ntifying effective stress-reduction strategies
is far superior to a retroactive approach of trying to rekindle the fire of a
burned-out teacher. While the techniques presented here are not novel,
they reflect a wide range of real possibilities for constructively coping
with the problem of stress.
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7. YOU CAN DO IT

Special education teachers as a whole are a cledica,ed and caring group
uf individuals. In et recent study, most uf the teachers interviewed said
they had always wanted to teach, they had become teachers because they
had always wanted to help students learn, and they felt a strong sense of
mission (93). For teachers such as these, admitting stress or the onset of
burnout may undermine :heir sense uf purpose and self-worth. As a re-
sult, they may ignore symptoms and continue the same behavioral pat-
terns, even accelerating the burnout process by attempting to compen-
sate for negative feelings with more work. self-sacrifice, and commit-
ment. These teachers need to sit back, look at what is happening to
them, and take a practical approad 'n establishing a healthy perspective
on how they v iew the workplace. Thth chapter suggests several ways to do
this.

LOCUS OF CONTROL

A personality construct uf social learning theory, locus uf control refers
to person's perception of whether events are determined internally by
hislher own behaviors and ability or externally by fate, luck, or other
forLes beyond the person's control (94). Researchers have investigated the
relationship between the construct and student achievement. A large
body of littiature has found supportive evidence of a dear-cut relation-
ship between 'cachets' locus of wntrol and their effectiveness in the
classroom (95) For example, there is documentation that dassroom be-
haviors found to be more characteristic uf "internal teachers are those
that maximize instruaiunal efficiency. With application to special popu-
lations, research suggests that effective special educators are those who
perceive themselves as effective change agents in the classroom. That is,
they identify influential ariables that can facilitate performance and ma-
nipulate these variables to bring about desired changes in the students
they teach. They do not blame students, parents, or the system for the
probkms they encounter, instead they take tesponsibility for resolving
the problems themselves.

A Teacher Lmui of Control St.,ale is available in the literature (96). It
identifies positive and negative events that happen in the classroom and
requires the teacher tu respond in terms of why the consequence oc-
curred. Following are two examples:

Positive Loaded Item

I. When the grades of your tudents improve it is more likely
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a. because you found ways to motivate the students or
b. because the students were trying harder to do well.

Negative Loaded Item
2. When some of your students fail a math test, it is more likely

a. because y didn't use enough examples to illustrate the con-
cept or

b. because they weren't attending to the lesson.
Clearly , the internal response in both examples is -a.' Professionally
speaking, in both -a- responses the teacher is taking the responsibility
for the positive or negative outcome that resulted.

It is crucial that teachers take a high degree of responsibility for the
perfcrmance of the learnci, they teach. In the field of special education,
it bet )mes easy to blame failures and lack of progress on the identified
disability -th.0 is, the child's label te.g., John can't read well because
he's dyslexic). If special educators do not distinctly see themselves as
change agents in the classroom, they can quickly become discouraged by
fixating on the yariables they cannot control in the handicapped stu-
dent's environment. This external orientation leads to an outlook of
"learned helplessness- --perceiv ing oneself as incapable of effecting
change in one's environment, even when one can. When this perspective
is adopted, ineffecti e teaching evokes and stress begins to take its toll.
Ultimately, the special educator loses professional pride and the rust out
or burnout phenomenon ensues.

CULTIVATING STRESS HARDINESS

"No one said teaching was going to be easy, but they didn't tell me it
was going to be like this:" Most teachers in every area of education are
familiar with this syndrome. Such expressions usually call to mind a pic-
ture of a harried and tired-looking teacher who has had a long day and
obviously works many hours beyhond the call of duty. ButHOW
LONG WILL THIS TEACHER LAST IN THE FIELD?

The statistics confirm the worst fearsthe high number of teachers
leaving the profession every year is fact not fiction:

It is estimated that 50 percent of the members of the teaching pro-
fession will leave teaching by 1992 (97),
In the next 10 years more that 1 million publk school teachels, the
majority of whom are sincerely dedicated to teaching, will leave the
profession in the United States (98).
Of 9,000 elementary school teachers surveyed regarding health
problems associated with teaching, 84 percent indicated there are
inherent health hazards (99).
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In a National Education Association opinion poll 60 penent of the
respondents did not plan to stay in teaching unt:i retirement (100).
A survey conducted in Idaho revealed that the attrition rate for spe-
cial education teachers cc,ith one to mu years of experience was near
50 percent (101).
A study conducted in the San Diego school district showed that 90
penent of the educators suneyed reported stress as a common cause
of sick leave (102).
In Chicago, of 5,500 teachei urveyed, 56 percent reported having
physical or mental problems o a direct result of their job (103).
Teacher stress and burnout may Lost as much as $3.5 billion annu-
ally in absenteeism, turnover, and poor job performance (104).

The average teacher works 50.4 hours each week, the average salary for
public schioi cLachers in the United States is less than $23,000 a year
(105) Many teachers feel powerless, frustrated, unappreciatedeven, as
one experienced teacher pm it, "set up to experience constant failure'
(106, pp 421-22). But burnout is nut an inevitable outcome of high
stress Even though some of the conditions that created stress are beyond
the individual teacher's control, it is possible to Lope successfully with
both the symptoms and the disease itself.

Why, do sonic teachers burn out and others do not? Holt, Fine, and
Tollefsci conducted a study of elementary teachers who experienced
high stresc and low burnout and elementary teachers who experienced
high stress and high burnout (107). The results dearly indicate that the
two g:oups showed significant differences in their orientations toward
life Teachers in the high-stressthigh-burnout group tended to choose
passive strategies to cope with stress, such as cutting out activities or be-
coming angry Their physical health was poor, with a high incidence of
both mental and physical illness. They tended to have an external locus
of control that is, to see themselves as "'claims of the changes in their
environment" (p 56) And they experienced higher levds of alienation.
Teachers in the high-stress/low-burnout group used active Loping strate-
gies, such as getting involved in a hobby or adopting a humorous atti-
tude They were generally healthier. They had a more internal locus of
control, taking a proaLticre rather than a reactive approach to events in
their lives And they "felt mote involved in the various aspects of their
life, including work, self, family, interpersonal relationships, and social
institutions" (p. 56).

These researchers mentioned three overall factors that seem to contrib-
ute to stress hardiness. (1) commitment"the tendency to be involved
in (rather than alienated from) many aspects of one's life", (2) chal-
lenge "the belief that change, rather than stability, is characteristic of
life"; and (3) control ---beliecring and acting "as if one is influential
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(rather than helpless) in affecting the course of events in one's life" (pp.
51-52). Cultivating these elements as Fart of a continuing life plan can
serve as stress inoculation.

HOW DO YOU COPE WITH STRESS?

One approach fur identifying ways in which special educators arc cop-
ing with stress that has been successfully used by Dedrick and Ra5chke is
the Q-surt furmboard (108). The basis uf the Q-sort approach is the no-
tion that all teachers have a perception of the "real situation" and an
idealized perception of the way they would like it to be (the "iiealized
situation"). Discrepancies between these perceptions reflect teachers' dis-
satisfactions with their profession and may assist them in obtaining a
mute objective perspective un pinpointing and identifying the re-a: stress
elicitors.

Chart 7.1 is a Q-surt formboard designed to help teachers identify
variables contributing to their stress in the workplace. The formboard has
16 squaro arranged in a stair-step paucrn. Below arc the labels "Most
Like Me," "Very Much Like Me," "A Little Like Me," -Undecided,"
"A Little Unlike Me," "Ver} Muth Unlike Me," and "Most Unlike
Me,- numbered 1 through 7. Li urdei tu objectify and quantify the ways
yuu are coping with stress, rank thc 16 strategies listed ranging from
those you perceive as "must like me" to those you perceive as "most un-
like me." Add the appropriate number (1-7) to each Q-sort item or
write the strategy in the appropriate square of the stair-step pattern.

As will be readily noted, of the 16 choices, eight target a positive ori-
entation for coping with stress and eight target a negative orientation.
How did yuu rank? Arc you using strategies that empha;ize a positive
orientation? Many times teachers are surprised at the results of such a
survey. Honesty in responding to the survey and using the information
obtained to take an objective luuk at the situation are key components in
karning to cope more effectively with stress.

Polttwe Orientation
1. Utilize suport group
2. Hobbies
3. Laugh/Humor
4. Plan
5. Focus un accompl;Aanents
6, Exercise
7. Read
8. Solicit positive comments

Negative Orientation

1. Overeat
2 Confront other staff members
3. Leave profession
4. Arrive late
5. Complain to administration
6. Use punitive measures
7. Ventilate frustration
8. Yell at students
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Chart T1
Q-Sort Formboard of Ways the Special Educator Deals with Job-Related Stress

1 Most
Like Me

2 Very Much
Like Me

Overeat

Utilize
support
group

Hobbies

Laugh/
Humor

3 A Little 4. Undecided 5. A Little
Like Me Unlike Me

Arnve late

Complain tl
administration

Exercise

Use
punitwe

measures

Ventilate
frustration

[ Read

Sohcit
positwe

comments

YeH at
students

1-acher QSort Items

6. Very Much 7. Most
Unlike Me

Confront
other staff
members

Leave
profession

Plan

Focus on
accomplish-

ments

Unlike Me



HELPING YOURSELF

If you arc not satisfied with your stress-coping methods and would iike
to adopt some alternative sttategies, you are encouraged o complete .he
contract addressing a Stress Reduction Action Plan. (A filled-in sample
and a blank conuact follow.) The contract requires you to identify
sources of the stress, determine ownership for the stressor(s), and pin-
point btraccgies that you plan to incorporate in an attempt to mluce the
stress you are currently experiencing. Problems you own can be tackled
directly and, most likely, you will experience more immediate satisfac-
tory results in these instarkes than with problems you do not own. Nev-
ertheless, a structured formal appro,.ch can frequently help the special
educator target problems more objectively and establish strategies for im-
proving thc situation.

A contra ,. helps the teacher objectify his/her perceptions of ongoing
events that are contributing to stress buildup. A plan of action formulat-
ed on paper as A perm..nent product can exemplify a genuii.e commit-
ment to improve the situation. This tangibk indicator of sincerity to pos-
itivdy alter a conflict can. in and of itself, do much to abate stress.

CONCLUSION

Although there are no ccrtain cures for avoiding or dealing with stress,
a variety of common suategies availabk for stress management and burn-
out prevention have Len provided. These strawgies have been found
helpful by many people.

Unquestionably, the daily lives of ,pecial educators are made up of
very complex interidationships for whi.h simpie solutions are difficult to
find. It is hoped, however, that the strategies presented here will ,:nable
these teacheis to formulate their own programs of stress management.
One good idca in the proper hands can blossom into an elegantly simp-ie
yet effective technique. In other cases it will be a difficult task. The chal-
lenge is yours. Thc way in whkh you think about things, thc activities in
vy htch you engageInd the support senices you solicit make the differ-
ence. The bene:its that accrue from the effective implementation of
stress managtmcnt tediniqucs in both professional and personal life are
wdl worth the effort.
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Stress Reduction Action Plan
(Sample)

Source ot Stress tir.:ooperat e regular educator wh.) mainstreams two
students with special needs.

Ownership Self, regular education teacher, adminictrator

Evaluation Atter four weeks of implementation

Effectiveness
Strategies Excellent Satisfactory Poor ineffective

1 Talk to the principal to help
identity any incentives that can
be provided to the regular edu
cation teacher

2 Identify three ways I can
provide positive feedback to
the regular education teacher
for acco.rimodating two stu
dents

3 Design highly motivational
program I could implement to
help my students perform in the
regular education classroom

4 Reward myself each day I

have positive lechange with
the regular education teacher

Evaluation

After one month things are beginning to improve Both special-needs students
to go to the regular classrooni MHO) AS a significant impro.rement Tne regular

educat on leacher iz,peaks to me when we pass in the hallway and is working with the
students While there is much progress yet to be made a substantial improyermnt IS
noted

Oeciun

Begin fading motii.ational prograrr, -1 students Continue providing po_ live feed-
back to regular education leacher Mite a note of appreciation to the principal GPt
that cassi?tte tape for myself that I ye been working for



Source ot Stress

Ownership

Evaluation

Strategies

1

2

3

4

Evaluation

Decision

Stress Reduction Action Plan

Ettectweness

Excellent Satisfactory Poor Ineffective
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